
Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

SEP 16 1988

Mr. B. J. Youngblood
Deputy Director
Division of High-Level
Waste Management

Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Reference:

1) Meeting Minutes, Summary of NRC/DOE Meeting on QA Open Items; dated
July 12, 1988.

Dear Mr. Youngblood:

Enclosed for NRC staff review is the Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management (OCRWM) Quality Assurance Program Description (QAPD)
Document, Revision 0. This document is to be used in conjunction with
the Quality Assurance Requirements (QAR) Document, submitted to you on
August 31, 1988, to constitute OCRWM's QA Plan.

This document has been approved at DOE-HQ by C. E. Kay, Acting
Director, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management, and L.
Barrett, Director, Office of Quality Assurance. We have attempted to
maintain as consistent an approach as practicable between this
document and the NNWSI Quality Assurance Plan (NNWSI/88-9) as we had
agreed at our earlier meeting (Reference 1).

We look forward to obtaining your acceptance of the OCRWM QAR and QAPD
in order to provide a baseline for all OCRWM Program activities. You
may wish to include this document in the discussions at the September
28 meeting between our respective staffs.
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Should you have any questions, please contact Edward Regnier of my
staff at (202) 586-4590, or Lake Barrett at (202) 586-5851.

Sincerely,

Ralph Stein
Acting Associate Director for Systems

Integration and Regulations
Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management

Enclosures

cc:

R. Loux, State of Nevada
S. Zimmerman, State of Nevada
C. Johnson, State of Nevada
K. Turner, GAO
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committee:

subject:

address writer
care of: Northeast Utilities

P.O. Box 270
Hartford, CT 06141=02

WG-DC&RM

Work Group on Document Control
and Records Management

70

date: September 13, 1988 copy to: F. .W. Knight
S. D. Weinman

Members:

The following is the agenda for the Work Group of Document Control and
Records Management. The meetings will be held at the Royal Orleans, New
Orleans, LA, 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday, October 4, 1988; and 8:00
a.m. to 12 noon on Wednesday, October 5, 1988.

AGENDA

1. Approval of the Orlando, FL Meeting Minutes of April 19/20, 1988.

2. Chairman's Remarks

3. Old Business

a. Develop a response to the following Board on Nuclear Codes and
Standards' comments:

(1) Closure of Letter Ballot #292, Proposed Revisions to NQA-1:
QAD 88-03, Supplement 17S-1, Para. 4.4.2 and Footnote
(Attachment No. 1).

(2) Closure of Letter Ballot #268A, Reconsideration of QAD 86-05:
Proposed Revision to NQA-1, Supplement 175-1, Para. 4.4.3
"Temporary Storage" (Attachment No. 2).

4. New Business

a. Discuss the information in Attachment No. 3 relative to electronic
storage of records and the NRC's involvement in regulating records
storage periods.

b. Discuss the Task proposal Notice regarding 6S-1 (Attachment No. 4.)

c. Membership (Attachment Nos. 5 & 6).

PDR WASTE
WM-1 POC

The American Society of
Mechanical Engineers

345 East 47th Street
New York, NY 10017 Keep ASME Codes and Standards Department Info



ATTACHMENT No. 1

The American Society of
Codes and Standards Mechanical Engineers

Nuclear 345 East 47th Street
212-705-7801 New York. NY 10017

July 5, 1988

To: Board on Nuclear Codes and Standards

Subject: Closure of Letter Ballot #292
Proposed Revisions to NQA-1:
QAD 88-01, Supplement 3S-1, Para. 5;
QAD 88-02, Appendix 3A-1, Paras. 7 and 8;
QAD 88-03, Supplement 17S-1, Para. 4.4.2 and Footnote

Gentlemen:

The subject ballot has closed with the following results:

19 - Approved
3 - Disapproved with Reason
0 - Abstain with Reason

0 - Not Voting with Reason
1- Not Returned

Item QAD 88-03 proceeds. Mr. Allen's comment is called to Mr. Perry's
attention for consideration.

Items QAD 88-01 and 88-02 do not proceed. A copy of the negatives is attached.

Yours, truly,

June Ling
Director, Nuclear
Codes and Standards
(212) 705-7024

JL/srb

cc: S. 0. Weinman
A. Trillo

0661D



LETTER BALLOT # 292

NATIONAL BOARD OFDATE MAILED:

TO THE MEMBERS OF:

May 24, 1988

BOARD ON NUCLEAR CODES AND STANDARDS

BALLOT CLOSING DATE: June 24, 1988

PROPOSAL:

CONSENSUS COMMITTEE
VOTING RESULTS:

Proposed Revisions to NQA1:
QAD 88-01, Supplement 3S-1, Para. 5;
QAD 88-02, Appendix 3A-1, Paras. 7 and 8:
QAD 88-03, Supplement 17S-1, Para. 4.4.2 and
Footnote

See attached.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

1) VOTE: APPROVED ABSTAIN-W ITH REASON*

DISAPPROVED-WITH-REASON* NOT VOTING-WITH-REASON*

*REASON (must be stated):

The phrase "where such incorporation is appropriate" in Supplement 35-1,

para. 5 makes the requirement unenforceable.

2) SUGGESTED ERRATA, EDITORIAL CHANGES AND/OR COMMENTS FOR REFERRAL TO THE
COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN AND STAFF SECRETARY. (Not part of basis for vote)

Delete the above phrase and add "and this shall be verified as was the

original document (see para. 7).

3) NAME:

4) SIGNATURE:

5) DATE SIGNED:

(Please Print)

PLEASE FILL OUT AND RETURN TO ASME CODES AND STANDARDS IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED.



LETTER BALLOT # 292

DATE MAILED: May 24, 1988

TO THE MEMBERS OF:

BALLOT CLOSING DATE:

BOARD ON NUCLEAR CODES AND STANDARDS

June 24, 1988

PROPOSAL:

CONSENSUS COMMITTEE
VOTING RESULTS:

Proposed Revisions to NQA1:
QAD 88-01, Supplement 3S-1, Para. 5;
QAD 88-02, Appendix 3A-1, Paras. 7 and 8:
QAD 88-03, Supplement 17S-1, Para. 4.4.2 and
Footnote

See attached.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

1) VOTE: APPROVED ABSTAIN-W ITH-REASON*

*REASON (mus



ANSI/ASME NQA-1-1986 EDITION

SUPPLEMENT 35-1

CHANGE CONTROL

Changes to final designs, field changes, modi-
fications to operating facilities, and nonconform-
ing items dispositioned use-as-is or repair shall be
justified and subject to design control measures
commensurate with those applied to the original
design. These measures shall include assurance
that the design analyses for the structure, system,
or component are still valid. Changes shall be ap
proved by the same affected groups or organiza-
tions which reviewed and approved the original
design documents; except where an organization
which originally was responsible for approving a
particular design document is no longer respon-
sible, then the Owner or his designee shall des-
ignate a new responsible organization which could
be the Owner's engineering organization. The des-
ignated organization shall have demonstrated
competence in the specific design area of interest
and have an adequate understanding of the re-
quirements and intent of the original design.

Where a significant design c
because of an incorrect design,
and verification procedure sha
modified as necessary.

When a design change is approved
hange is necessary other than by revision to the affected
thedesignprocess design documents, measures shall be

be reviewed and established to incorporate the change
into these documents, where such
incorporation is appropriate.



ANSI/ASME NQA-1-1986 EDITION

APPENDIX 3A-1

6 DESIGN VERIFICATION
Design verification for some designs or specific

design features may be achieved by suitable qual-
ification testing of a prototype or initial production
unit. Qualification testing may be used in combi-
nation with other verification methods. For ex-
ample, it may be most effective to verify that an
instrumentation cabinet is designed to withstand
the maximum earthquake-caused vibratory mo-
tions by actually subjecting the cabinet and its as-
sociated components to shaker tests which
correspond to these vibratory motions. The shaker
tests will not, however, verify that the circuitry is
designed correctly or that the component in the
cabinet will perform its intended function. Other
tests or verification means are required to confirm
that remaining design functions are adequately
performed by the instrumentation and that those
components perform the intended functions for
the varying conditions to which they are subjected.

7 CHANGE CONTROL
FORMATS

Examples of formats that may be used for divi-
sion of responsibilities and drawing control are
shown in Figs. 3A-1.1, 3A-1.2, and 3A-1.3.

Design documents should be
maintained current to ensure their
availability to support facility
design, construction, and operation.
However, design changes may be
approved without revision to the
affected document s). When this
occurs, procedures should be
established to ensure that a
determination of the final design or
as-built condition can be made
consistent with the user's needs.
Since not all affected documents
require revision, procedures should
identify those design documents which
are subject to revision. Measures may
include, but are not limited to,
imposing a time limit for updating the
affected document(s), limiting the
number of design changes allowed to
accumulate prior to revising the
affected document, or providing for a
process that continually updates the
affected document(s).



LETTER BALLOT # 292

DATE MAILED: May 24, 1988

TO THE MEMBERS OF:

BALLOT CLOSING DATE:

BOARD ON NUCLEAR CODES AND STANDARDS

June 24, 1988.

PROPOSAL:

CONSENSUS COMMITTEE
VOTING RESULTS:

Proposed Revisions to NQA1:
QAD 88-01, Supplement 3S-1, Para. 5;
QAD 88-02, Appendix 3A-1, Paras. 7 and 8:
QAD 88-U3, Supplement 17S-1, Para. 4.4.2 and
Footnote

See attached.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

1) VOTE: APPROVED ABSTAIN-WITH-REASON*

NOT VOTING-WITH-REASON*DISAPPROVED-WITH-REASON*

*REASON (must be stated):

2) SUGGESTED ERRATA, EDITORIAL CHANGES AND/OR COMMENTS FOR REFERRAL TO THE
COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN AND STAFF SECRETARY. (Not part of basis for vote)

3) NAME:

4) SIGNATURE:

5) DATE SIGNED:



LETTER BALLOT # 292

DATE MAILED:

TO THE MEMBERS OF:

BALLOT CLOSING DATE:

May 24, 1988

BOARD ON NUCLEAR CODES AND

June 24, 1988

PROPOSAL:

CONSENSUS COMMITTEE
VOTING RESULTS:

Proposed Revisions to NQA1:
QAD 88-01, Supplement 3S-1, Para. 5;
QAD 88-02, Appendix 3A-1, Paras. 7 and 8:
QAD 88-03, Supplement 17S-1, Para. 4.4.2 and
Footnote

See attached.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

1 ) VOTE: APPROVED ABSTAIN-WITH-REASON*

DISAPPROVED-WITH-REASON* NOT VOTING-WITH-REASON*

*REASON (must be stated):

2) SUGGESTED ERRATA, EDITORIAL CHANGES AND/OR COMMENTS FOR REFERRAL TO THE
COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN AND STAFF SECRETARY. (Not part of basis for vote)

V

3) NAME:

4) SIGNATURE:

5) DATE SIGNED:

PLEASE FILL OUT AND RETURN TO ASME CODES AND STANDARDS IN THE, ENVELOPE PROVIDED.



ATTACHMENT No. 2

The American Society of
Codes and Standards Mechanical Engineers

345 East 47th Street
212-705-7801 New York, NY 10017

July 5, 1988

To: Board on Nuclear Codes and Standards

Subject: Closure of Letter Ballot #268A
Reconsideration of QAD 86-05: Proposed Revision to NQA-1,
Supplement 17 S-1, Para. 4.4.3 "Temporary Storage"

Gentlemen:

The subject ballot has closed with the following results:

16 - Approved
6 - Disapproved with Reason
1 - Abstain with Reason

0 - Not Voting with Reason
0 - Not Returned

The item proceeds on second consideration.

In light of the nature and extent of BNCS comments, Messrs. Perry and Weinman
are requested to initiate consideration by the appropriate NQA committee at
their next meeting.

Yours truly,

June Ling
Director, Nuclear
Codes and Standards
(212) 705-7024

JL/srb

cc: S. D. Weinman
A. Trillo



LETTER BALLOT # 268A

DATE MAILED: May 23, 1988 JU 06 1988

TO THE MEMBERS OF:

BALLOT CLOSING DATE:

BOARD ON NUCLEAR CODES AND

June 23, 1988

PROPOSAL: Reconsideration of QAO 86-05: Proposed Revision
to NQA-1, Supplement 17 S-1, Para. 4.4.3
" Temporary Stora ge "

CONSENSUS COMMITTEE
VOTING RESULTS:

See attached.

* * * * * * * * *. * * * * * * *

VOTE: APPROVED

DISAPPROVED-WITH- REASON* NOT VOTIING-WITH-REASON*

*REASON (must be stated):

2) SUGGESTED ERRATA, EDITORIAL CHANGES AND/OR COMMENTS FOR REFERRAL TO THE
COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN AND STAFF SECRETARY. (Not part of basis for vote)

SIGNATURE:

DATE SIGNED:

PLEASE FILL OUT AND RETURN TO ASME CODES AND



LETTER BALLOT # 268A

DATE MAILED: May 23, 1988

TO THE MEMBERS OF:

BALLOT CLOSING JUNE:

BOARD ON NUCLEAR CODES AND STANDARDS

June 23, 1988

PROPOSAL:

CONSENSUS COMMITTEE
VOTING RESULTS:

Reconsideration of QAD 86-05: Proposed Revision
to NQA-1, Supplement 17 S-1, Para. 4.4.3
"Temporary Storage"

See attached.
{COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT}



LETTER BALLOT # 268A

DATE MAILED:

TO THE MEMBERS OF:

BALLOT CLOSING DATE:

PROPOSAL:

CONSENSUS COMMITTEE
VOTING RESULTS:

May 23, 1988

BOARD ON NUCLEAR CODES AND

June 23, 1988

Reconsideration of QAD 86-05: Proposed Revision
to NQA-1, Supplement 17 S-1, Para. 4.4.3
"Temporary Storage"

See attached.

{COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT}



DATE MAILED:

TO THE MEMBERS OF:

BALLOT CLOSING DATE:

PROPOSAL:

CONSENSUS COMMITTEE
VOTING RESULTS:

LETTER BALLOT # 268A

May 23, 1988

BOARD ON NUCLEAR CODES AND STANDARDS

June 23, 1988

Reconsideration of QAD 86-05: Proposed Revision
to NQA-1, Supplement 17 S-1, Para. 4.4.3
"Temporary Storage"

See attached.
{COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT}



DATE MAILED:

TO THE MEMBERS OF:

BALLOT CLOSING DATE:

PROPOSAL:

CONSENSUS COMMITTEE
VOTING RESULTS:

LETTER BALLOT # 268A

May 23, 1988

BOARD ON NUCLEAR CODES

June 23, 1988

Reconsideration of QAD 86-05: Proposed Revision
to NQA-1, Supplement 17 S-1, Para. 4.4.3
"Temporary Storage"

See attached.
{COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT}



DATE MAILED:

TO THE MEMBERS OF:

BALLOT CLOSING DATE:

PROPOSAL:

CONSENSUS COMMITTEE
VOTING RESULTS:

LETTER BALLOT # 268A

May 23, 1988

BOARD ON NUCLEAR CODES AND

June 23, 1988

Reconsideration of QAD 86-O5: Proposed Revision
to NQA-1, Supplement 17 S-1, Para. 4.4.3
"Temporary Storage"

See attached.

1) VOTE: APPROVED ABSTAIN-WITH-REASON*

DISAPPROVED-WITH-REASON* NOT VOTING-WITH-REASUN*

2) SUGGESTED ERRATA, EDITORIAL CHANGES AND/OR COMMENTS FOR REFERRAL TO THE
COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN AND STAFF SECRETARY. (Not part of basis for vote)



ASME

LETTER BALLOT # 268A MAY 3 1 1988
NUCLEAR SAFFTY C & S

DATE MAILED: May 23, 1988

TO THE MEMBERS OF:

BALLOT CLOSING DATE:

BOARD ON NUCLEAR CODES AND STANOARDS

June 23, 1988

PROPOSAL: Reconsideration of QAD 86-05: Proposed Revision
to NQA-1, Supplement 17 S-1, Para. 4.4.3
"Temporary Storage"

CONSENSUS COMMITTEE
VOTING RESULTS:

See attached.
{COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT}



ATTACHMENT No. 3

COMMITTEE CORRESPONDENCE

committee: Work Group - Document Control & Records
Management

address writer
care of:

Babcock & Wilcox Company
P.O. Box 10935
Lynchburg, VA 24506-0935

subject: Magnetic Media/Retention Period for Records

June 7, 1988 copy to: F.W. Knight
S.D. Weinman

Members WG - DC&RM

Attached is some information which you may find interesting relative to
electronic storage of records and the NRC's involvement in regulating records
storage periods. The article on records automation was provided by Bill Belke.
The second attachment is copied from the Federal Register of May 27, 1988.

Although the sections of the Federal Register rule cover considerably more than
the areas that are covered by NQA-1 NQA-2, and the proposed NQA-3, I am
enclosing the entire section rather than trying to excerpt from it. Several
interesting things to note include the NRC's position on electronic media for
record retention and the concern about record retention for "useability for
future generations" in part 60.

Please be prepared to discuss any inconsistencies which you see between this
NRC rule and 17S-1/17A-1 at the next meeting.

Sincerely,

Arland L. MacKinney
Chairman, WG - DC&RM

/dlw
Att.

The American Society Of
Mechanical Engineers

345 East 47th Street
New York, NY 10017 Keep ASME Codes and Standards Department Informed



by Bonnie Canning, Contributing

{COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT}

require the organizations they regulate
to keep certain records in a certain way
for a certain period of time.

Whether we maintain our records in
manual or automated systems, we as
records managers and administrators
must know these regulations and assure
that our organizations are in com-
pliance.

Where are these regulations found?
The first source to turn to is the Code
of Federal Regulations (CFR), which
is available in most large public li-
braries. The CFR and its supplements
spell out the guidelines, rules and reg-
ulations set forth by regulatory agen-
cies to govern the operations of the in-
dustries they regulate. These funda-
mentals include creation, maintenance,

and storage of records.
For example, Title 10 of the Code

sets forth regulations for constructing
and operating nuclear power plants, in-
cluding reporting requirements; 10
CFR 50, Appendix B- "Quality
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants"
requires that "sufficient records shall
be maintained to furnish evidence of
activities affecting quality." It goes on
to list which types of records this in-
cludes, as a minimum. It then directs
that an applicant for an operating
license "shall establish requirements
concerning record retention, such as
duration, location, and assigned
responsibility."

This mandate is fleshed out by a
standard developed under the aegis of
the American National Standards In-
stitute (ANSI): ANSI 45.2.9- "Re-
quirements for the Collection, Storage,
and Maintenance of Quality Assurance
Records for Nuclear Power Plants."

This standard, which is endorsed by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in
its Regulatory Guide 1.88, sets forth
general and technical requirements for
the generation, indexing, receipt con-
trol, storage, preservation and safe-
keeping, retrieval, and disposition of
records "which furnish documentary
evidence of the quality of items and of
activities affecting quality." Appendix

A of ANSI 45.2.9 lists the types of
records included, together with recom-
mended minimum retention periods.

The Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission provides a schedule of
records and periods of retention in 18
CFR 1, Part 125.3 for the public
utilities it regulates.

Federal regulations such as 18 CFR
may also specify the media in which
records may be retained. Most allow
records to be maintained in microform
if the microforms are certified and
stored in accordance with applicable
ANSI standards. Electronic storage of
records (on magnetic tape, disk )

the
pectancy of magnetic media are low
and data stored in this media can easily

In any case, the life expectancy of
the medium used to store a record must
at least be equal to the length of reten-
tion for that record. Media regenera-
tion is generally not permitted by
federal regulations.

Regulations often delineate minimal
storage requirements for preserving
records and protecting them from loss,
destruction or deterioration. In order
to comply, organizations may be re-
quired to store records in fireproof
vaults, or to keep duplicate copies in
remote locations.

Records managers and administrators
who work for organizations subject to
government regulation must be familiar
with regulations governing their rec-
ords. Unfortunately, these regulations
are often vague and subject to interpre-
tation. This circumstance can be used
as an excuse to "keep everything for-
ever just in case."

Assistance and guidance in comply-
ing with these regulations should be
sought from corporate counsel. Help
can also be obtained from professional
records associations such as the Asso-
ciation of Records Managers and Ad-
ministrators (ARMA), Prairie Village,
KS, and from such publications as The
Legality of Microfilm, Cohasset As-
sociates, Chicago, and Legal Require-
ments For Business Records, Informa-
tion Requirements Clearinghouse,
Denver.

Bonnie Canning is the
assistant records manager

Power Authority of
the State of New York. in

White Plains. NY She has
written extensively on
records and information
management.

10 Administrative Management. February 1988



unifom and specific retention periods
for each recordkeeping requirement
EFFECTIVE DATE July 28,1988
FOR FURTER INFORMATION CONTACT.
Brenda 1. Shelton. Acting Chief. Records
and Reports Management Branch.
Division of Information Support
Services. Office of Administration and
Resources Management US. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission Washington.
DC 20555, Telephone: 301-492-8132
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Background

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
(NRC regulations require that
applicants and licensees retain a variety
of records for various periods of time.
Licensees must also retain certain plans
and procedures for routine operation
and emergency situations and file
reports of certain occurrences and
events. The NRC reviewed Its
recordkeeping requirements to
determine how long the required records
should be retained. This rule reflects the
results of that review and of the public
comments received on the proposed
rule The NRC did not include 10 CFR
Part 20 In its review. The record
retention requirements contained in Part
20 were examined and modified as part
of the proposed revision to Part20 that
was published for public comment In the

Federal Register on December 20, 1985
(50 FR 51992) and republished on
January
Codification of these amendments and
amendments In certain published
proposed rules combined with this final
rule will establish uniform retention
periods for all NRC record keeping
requirements. NRC also Intends to
conform record retention requirements
in future rules to the four uniform
periods contained in this rule

Previously, N regulations
sometimes specified that a record be
retained for a specific period of time.
These periods varied widely from 1 or 2
years. to the 40-year life of a reactor
license, or to the completion of
decommissioning for some licenses. In
other instances, the regulation specified
that a record be kept until the
Commission authorized its disposition,
and in others, that it be retained
Indefinitely Some parts of NRC
regulations specified the condition of a
record acceptable to the NRC
throughout-its required retention period;
others did not.

This rule amends regulations in 19
parts of Title 10 to require that certain
records in these parts be retained for
specific periods The rule also provides
for all parts to Title 10. Chapter 1 the
{COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT}

conditi(
NRC th

NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION

ACENCY: Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
ACTION Final rule.

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) is amending its
regulations to establish a definite
retention period for each record that an
NRC application or licensee for a
materials or facility license Is required
to maintain. This action is necessary to
comply with the Office of Management
and Budget requirement that a specific
retention period be identified for each
record. The final rule also establishes a
uniform standard acceptable to the NRC
for the condition of a record throughout
each specified retention period. This
action is expected to reduce the overall
recordkeeping burden for NRC
applicants and licensees by use of
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condition of a record acceptable to the
NRC throughout its retention.

This rule also establishes four specific
retention periods to be used throughout
10 CFR Chapter L With the exception of
one 6 month retention period at 10 CFR
70.58 uniform retention periods of 3
years. 5 years 10 years or the life of the
component activity, areas or facility are
being codified to simplify the system for
retaining NRC records. These particular
four periods, although not ideal for
every record retention requirement
seem to be the best choices for NRC
record needs. Uniform periods were
recommended to the NRC by the
Nuclear Information and Record
Management Association (NIRMA)
based on the nuclear industry's input to
NIMA. Three of the uniform periods
coincide with the retention periods for
quality assurance (QA) records in Parts

and 71; the fourth coincides with the
retention periods for records such as
those covered by technical
specifications.

The NRC recognizes that technical
specifications for each nuclear power
plant include record retention
requirements that may in some cases,
differ from those set out in this rule. The
requirements in this rule take
precedence over and supersede any
conflicting requirements presently in the

Therefore, the
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
(NRR) intends to issue a generic letter
that would provide guidance to
licensees for revising their technical
specifications to conform with this rule
and would include model technical
specifications to follow for achieving
this conformance.

During the course of reviewing 10 CFR
50.38. Technical Specifications. the
staff found that this section does not
clearly reflect the difference in
recordkeeping and reporting
requirements for reactors licensed under
different sections of the regulations.
Specifically, commercial and industrial
facilities are licensed under 50 21(b) or
3 50.22 and have detailed notification
and reporting requirements delineated
in 5 50.72 and 1 50.73, respectively.
Therefore specific cross references to

50.72 and 50.73 have been added to
50.36 where appropriate. Facilities

licensed under 150.21(a) for medical
therapy uses and facilities licensed
under 50.21(c) for research and
development activities do not have
separate sections dealing with
notification and reporting. The reporting
requirements on the automatic safety
system and for these types of reactors

is being added to

An effort has been made to use
consistent terminology with regard to
paperwork throughout this multi-part
rule. For example the term "retain"
conveys the idea of keeping secure or
intact and the term 'maintain"
continuing to preseve and update in this
case, a record. Consistent terminology
and specific recordkeeping requirements
and retention periods should assist an
NRC applicant or a licensee in
complying with these requirements.

The changes resulting from this rule
should result in an overall reduction In
the recordkeeping burden imposed on
the NRC applicant or licensee. The
major reduction in burden results from
establishing 126 specific retention
periods, primarily three years or the life
of a license, for records that up to now
were retained indefinitely. This major
reduction, plus four other reductions of
retention periods by two years offsets
the increase In retention periods for 54
records 42 cases by one year 10 cases
by two years, 1 case by two and one
half years and I case by three years
Based on staff's understanding of
current industry practices, the increases
in retention periods would either not
impose any additional burden or could
be readily accommodated within current
equipment configurations and, therefore
would represent no appreciable Increase
in burden. A paragraph describing the
form and condition of a record
acceptable to the NRC for review is
being codified In ten parts. This
requirement is comparable to similar
provisions currently included in other
parts of the NRC regulations.

Specifying clearly In NRC regulations
what records to retain, how long to
retain them, and the condition of a
record required for NRC inspection is
mutually beneficial to the applicant or
licensee and to the NRC. The Paperwork
Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et
seq.) added impetus to the NRC's
interest in the regulatory burden
imposed on an applicant or a licensee
by the preparation and retention of
records. Furthermore. OMB's regulations
implementing the Paperwork Reduction
Act require that record retention
requirements imposed by Federal
regulations contain specific retention
periods. The NRC complies with the
Act's requirement for Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) review
of the information collection
requirements in each rulemaking. In
addition. two documents on paperwork
are being prepared for publication in the
NUREG-series: One document will be

based on Regulatory Guide 10.1, which
is a compilation of reporting
requirements for persons subject to NRC
regulations, and the other document will
summarize the record retention periods
for the recordkeeping requirements
contained in NRC regulations. These
companion documents should be useful
to an NRC applicant or a licensee.

On October 28. 1987. the NRC
published the proposed rule In the
Federal Register (52 FR 41442). The
comment period ended on December
1987.

Summary of Public Comments
Comments were received from sixteen

respondents comprised of eight power
reactor licensees. three industry groups,
two law firms, one university, one fuel
fabrication plant operator, and one
private citizen. Copies of the comment
letters are available for public
inspection and copying for a fee at the
NRC Public Document Room at 1727 H
Street. NW., Washington. DC. Fifteen of
the sixteen commenters generally
agreed with the proposed amendments
and one commenter disagreed.

Individual who disagreed did not
identify any specific records but stated
that "reduction of many record
retentions to three years would invite
cheating criminal activity, and the
ignoring of rules set up to protect the
public." The Commission does not agree
with this comment. The Commission has
an extensive compliance monitoring and
Inspection program. While examination
of licensee record Is an important part of
the program, it is not the only means by
which NRC determines whether
licensees are operating safely. Moreover
for those requirements covered by the
three year minimum period, the
Commission believes that records
covering the previous three year period
will be sufficient to assist the agency in
judging compliance or noncompliance,
to act on possible noncompliance, and
to examine facts as necessary following
any incident, In the situation alluded to
by the commenter, large irradiators and
large medical licensees possessing
significant quantities or radioactive
material are inspected annually. hence
the three year minimum period is
adequate.

The remaining fifteen commenters
agreed with the proposed changes with
the following general comments:

1. Comment Three commenters
recommended that the Commission
specify in the statement of
Considerations" that a Technical
Specification amendment made to
conform to this rule to not required and
that "pen and ink" changes are



acceptable. Two commenters suggested
it fees should not be required for

changes.
Response. The Commission agrees

that a Technical Specification
amendment to conform to the
adminstrative requirements of this rule
is not required and that pen and ink
changes will suffice However, should
licensees desire to amend their
Technical Specifications to conform to
the administrative requirement of this
rule, the licensees would not be required
to submit fees under 10 CFR Part 170.

2. Comment One commenter
suggested that the general statement
appearing in the Supplementary
Information which states that
requirements in this rule take
precedence over and supersede any
conflicting requirements in the
Technical Specifications should be
addressed In 10 CFR 50.38 and, as
appropriate, referenced in other 10 CFR
Parts.

Response. The Commission believes
that the Information provided in the
"Supplementary Information is
adequate. 10 CFR S.71(d)(21 currently
addresses the precedence Issue for SO
CFR Part 50 licensees and applicants.
Reference td I 50.71(d)(2) in other 10

Parts not necessary
3. Comment Three commenters

recommended that the maintenance of
records In electronic media such as
computerized records and optical disks
be addressed.

Response. The Commission does not
object to the use of electronic media for
the storage of records as long as legible.
accurate, and complete records can be
produced in hardcopy throughout the
duration of the required retention
period. Records such as letter
drawings specifications, etc must
include all pertinent features such as
stamps, initials and signatures.
Adequate safeguards against tapering
with and loss of records must also be
maintained The rule has been changed
to address the use of electronic media

4 Comment One commenter
recommended that the records to be
retained under 10 CFR Part 20 be
addressed in this rule.

Response The Commission believes
that the pending amendment to 10 CFR
Part 20 is the most efficient and
economical means for addressing the
records contained in that part. The
amendment to 10 CFR Part 20 will meet
all of the record retention requirements
established by this rule. This approach

will ensure that the recordkeeping
quirements

administrative aspects Part 20 that
may result the public comments

and additional staff review of the
requirements included in that part

5. Comment. One commenter
recommended that the increased record
retention periods remain as they are
currently specified in 10 CFR Chapter 1
and another specifically questioned the
increased retention period for 53
records.

Response. The Commission has
modified many retention periods to
streamline and standardize its record
retention requirements and to reduce the
burden imposed by those requirements
There are instances in which an
individual record retention period has
been increased. However, we believe
that in general the rule will result in an
ultimate benefit to the majority of the
applicants and licensees as well as to
the NRC

Comment One commenter stated
that the proposed rule changes the
current requirements of 1 74.31 from a
performance oriented rule to one
containing specific recordkeeping
requirements. The commenter believes
that the proposed changes complicate
the licensees ability to devise its own
recordkeeping system compatible with
its own operations in accordance with a
performance oriented rule, and that the
proposed changes are unnecessary and
should be eliminated.

Response The Commission
revaluated the proposed changes in
light of this comment and has
determined that the specific
enumeration of records is not necessary.
The current performance-oriented rule
adequately provides for retention of
records to demonstrate compliance with
the Commission's requirements. The
proposed change to 74.31 has been
deleted from the final rule.

7. Comment Two commenters stated
that the records rention period for the
Safety Analysis Report is not obvious
and needs to be addressed.

Response Section
licensees to periodically update their
FSAR. Implicit in this requirement is
the retention of updated FSAR by
licensees for the
licenses. The Commissions believes that
the retention period of an updated FSAR
is inherent in its existing regulations.
Nevertheless. 10 CFR 5071(e)(6) has
been added to the rule to specify that
the updated Final Safety Analysis
Report (FSAR) is to be retained by the
licensees until the NRC terminates their
licenses.

Comment One Commenter stated
that the rule does not make it clear that
the retention periods specified are
minimium requirements.

Response The commission does not
object to licensees/applicants retainig

records beyond the retention period
required by NRC regulations. The intent
of retention periods for recordkeeping
requirements is to establish the
minimum retention necessary for
compliance with NRC regulations.
Should licensees or applicants elect to
retain records beyond the retention
period required by the NRC. they have
that option. Licensees should be aware,
however, that NRC's recordkeeping
requirements apply only to NRC
requirements for the information. Other
Federal. State or local agencies may
have requirements that may apply now
or in the future.

9. Comment One commenter stated
that the recordkeeping requirement
pursuant to I 50.54(p)(2) has not been
addressed and suggested that the
retention be changed to three years.

Response The omission of the
recordkeeping requirement contained at
I 50.54(pX2) was an oversight and has
been included in the final rule with a
three year retention period.

10. Comment. One sommenter
suggested that the minimum retention
period be changed to "three years or
until the next inspection whichever is
longer," stating that three years is an
insufficient retention period because
some records would be destroyed before
the next inspection

While some Inspection
frequencies are longer than three years.
the Commission believes that records
covering the previous three year period
are sufficient to permit the NRC to judge
compliance or noncompliance, to act on
possible noncompliance, and to examine
necessary facts following an incident.
Licensees possessing materials which
could pose a significant risk to public
health and safety, such as imadiators or
large medical fcilities are inspected
annually. The three year period, while
not ideal for all situations is a
reasonable period
satisfies NRC record needs and
conforms to 0MB guidelines by
providing for the availability of records
while not imposing any undue burden on
the licensees.

11. Comment One commenter staled
that increases in retention periods from
two to three years are unnecessary. The
commenter believes that present
inspection cycles make two years an
adequate retention period and suggested
that the current two year retention
periods for records contained in
I i 70.22(k). 71.9(a). and 110.53(b) be
retained.

Response As explained in the
proposed rule the three year period was
selected as one of four periods to
provide a uniform system for retention

of
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of all NRC required records. While it is
not ideal for all situations, it is a
reasonable period which generally
satisfies NRCs record needs and
conforms to OMB guidelines while not
imposing any undue burden on
licensees. The Commission believes that
any added burden on licensees by an
increase, such as from two to three
years. is slight and is balanced by the
benefit of a uniform system for overall
records retention.

12. Comment. One commenter stated
that the requirements in 71.135(a) to
keep QA records for three years beyond
the date the licensee last engages in the
activity for which the QA procedures
were developed and to keep superseded
portions of written procedures or three
years are unnecessary and should be
deleted. The commenter believes that it
is sufficient to retain the QA records
only for the life of the package to which
they apply.

Response. The Commission disagrees
with this comment. Quality assurance
records, such as design, fabrication, or
predetermination tests, must be retained
beyond the end of the service life of the
package so that they will be available
for examination by the Commission in
any analysis following an accident,
incident, or other problem involving
public health and safety.

13. Comment. One commenter stated
that the requirement in 4(a)(3) to
retain the superseded portion of
emergency procedures is unnecessary
and should be deleted.

Response. The Commission disagrees
with the comment. It Is essential that,
following any incident in which the use
of emergency procedures may be
involved. NRC be able to examine all of
the facts that existed at the time of the
incident, including the emergency
procedures that were in effect at that
time. Because it is possible, if not
probable, that emergency procedures
may be revised following an emergency
incident based on the licensee's
experience in using the procedures. it is
necessary that superseded portions be
retained for the minimum period, three
years.

14. Comment One commenter stated
that the requirement in 70.42(d) to
keep copies of licenses, certificates, and
other documents used to verify that a
recipient of licensed material is
authorized to receive it is not necessary
and should be deleted.

Response. The Commission disagrees
with the comment and believes that
NRC needs to be able to examine these
records to ensure that licensees are
complying with the requirement that
they verify the authorization of the

persons receiving licensed radioactive
material.

15. Comment. One commenter stated
that the backfit rule, 50.109. should
apply because the recordkeeping rule
adds new record retention requirements
to various sections of 10 CFR Part 50.

Response. The Commission disagrees
with the comment. Section 50.36 is the
only section within Part 50 that has been
revised to clarify recordkeeping
requirements. However, all records
specified in this section are currently
required by other provisions contained
in 10 CFR Chapter L As stated on page
41443 of the "Federal Register Notice"
for the proposed rule published October
28,1987, the backfit rule, 10 CFR 50.109,
does not apply to the records retention
rule.

16 Comment One commenter stated
that the specific uniform record
retention periods being proposed do not
conform to the retention periods for the
Nuclear Liability Insurance Records
Identified in ANI/MAELU Information
Bulletion 80-1A which requires the
records to be maintained fpr the life of
the nuclear liability insurance policy
plus ten years.

Response. The record retention
requirements set forth in the 10 CFR
Chapter I establish the minimum
retention periods necessary for NRC to
ensure compliance with the safety and
health aspects of the nuclear
environment and for the NRC to
accomplish its mission to protect the
public health and safety. Retention of
records beyond the minimum period is
at the option of the licensee. Licensees
should be aware, however, that NRCs
recordkeeping requirements apply only
to NRC requirements for the
information. Other Federal State, or
local agencies may have requirements
that may apply now or in the future.

17. Comment. One commenter stated
that the lack of clear definitions for
terms such as "legible and
"authenticated" has the potential to
create substantial confusion as to what
records are acceptable.

Response. The following definitions of
"legible" and "authenticated" apply to
records retained under the NRCs
regulatory authority. The term "legible"
denotes that the records can be read
and deciphered within a reasonable
amount of time. "Authenticated"
denotes that the data has been verified
for completeness and accuracy by an
authorized individual and that it is a
true representation of the original data.
This also addresses one commenter's
concern about what constitutes a record
capable of producing a clear copy.

18. Comment One commenter stated
that the requirement in 10 CFR Part 73,

Appendix B. Criteria l.C. that a physical
test be performed within thirty days of a
physical examination was deleted in
August 1987 and should not be
reintroduced.

Response. The requirement to conduct
a medical examination within the
preceding 30 days of the physical fitness
qualification was revised after
publication of the proposed rule. On
January 7,1988 (53 FR 403) Criteria l.C.
was revised to state that subsequent to .
the medical examination, physical
fitness shall be demonstrated. This
revision Is reflected In the final rule.

19. Comment One commenter stated
that the requirement in 73.70(d) to list
the "reason for entry," into a vital area
was deleted and should not be
reintroduced.

Response. The Commission agrees
with the comment. The requirement has
been deleted from the final rule.

20. Comment. One commenter noted
that I 50.49(d) contains revised wording
that apparently makes this section
redundant with existing 50.49(j).

Response. The Commission disagrees
that the recordkeeping requirement
contained In 50.49(d) Is redundant to
that contained in 50.49 Section
50.49(d) requires the retention of the list
of electrical equipment important to
safety and information specified in
paragraphs
Section 50.49 requires the retention of
records to support the qualification of
equipment but reiterates that there are
qualification records contained In

50.49(d) that must be retained for the
same period.

21. Comment One commenter
recommended that the Commission
update Regulatory Guide 10.1 to clarify
and simplify recordkeeping
requirements. The commenter also
recommended that all recordkeeping
requirements be consolidated into a
single location within the regulations.

Response. Regulatory Guide 10.1 is a
partial listing of regulatory reporting
requirements. As indicated in the
Supplementary Information. NRC will
publish a separate compilation of NRC
regulatory reporting and recordkeeping
requirements In the NUREG series. The
Commission believes the publication of
these compilations will preclude the
need to group all recordkeeping
requirements in a single location within
the regulations.

22. Comment. One commenter
questioned why the retention period for
safeguards contingency plans varies
depending upon whether the special
nuclear material is in transit or at a
fixed location and cited and
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CRITERIA AND
FOR DETERIMINING

FOR ACCESS TO OR
SPECIAL NUCLEAR
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(b) Each licensee who, 365 days after
Commission approval of the amended
security plan submitted in accordance
with 11.11(a) transports or delivers to
a carrier for transport special nuclear
material subject to the physical
protection requirement of
7 or 73.27 of this chapter shall
confirm and record prior to shipment the
name and special nuclear material
access authorization number of all
Individuals identified in paragraph (a) of

section assigned to the shipment
The licensee shall retain this record for

years after the last shipment is
made. However need

confirm and record the special nuclear
access authorization number in

the case of any individual for whom an
application has been submitted and is
pending before the NRC in accordance
with paragraph (a) of this section.

PART 25-ACCESS AUTHORIZATION
FOR LICENSEE PERSONNEL

(b) Each record required by this part
must be legible throughout the retention
period specified by each Commission
regulation The record may be the
original or a reproduced copy or a
microform provided that the copy or
microform is authenticated by
authorized personneL and that the
microform is capable of producing a
clear copy throughout the required
retention period. The record may also be
stored in electronic media with the
capability for producing legible.
accurate, and complete records during
the required retention period. Records
such as letters drawings specifications
must include all pertinent information
such as stamps, initials.. and signatures
The licensee shall maintain adequate
safeguards against tampering with and
loss of records.

13. In 25.23. the
amended by changing to.

three years in the fifth sentence.

14. In 25.35, the last sentence of the
existing text is amended by changing
"two years" to "three years."

PART 30 RULES OF GENERAL
APPLICABILITY TO DOMESTIC
LICENSING OF BYPRODUCT
MATERIAL

530.34 Terms and conditions of 1icense

(g) Each licensee preparing
technetium-99m radiopharmacenticals
from molybdenum-99/technetium
generators shall test the generator
eluates for molybdenum 99
breakthrough in accordance with

35.14(b)(4) (i) through (iv) of this
chapter. The licensee shall record the
results of each test and retain each
record for three years after the record is
made.

(a) Each person who receives
byproduct material pursuant to a license
issued pursuant to the regulations in this
part and Parts 31 through 35 of this
chapter shall keep records showing the
receipt. transfer, and disposal of the
byproduct material as follows:

(1) The licensee shall retain each
record of receipt of byproduct material
as long as the material is possessed and
for three years following transfer or
disposal of the material.

(1) The licensee who transferred the
material shall retain each record of
transfer for three years after each
transfer unless a specific requirement in
another part of the regulations In this
chapter dictates otherwise.

(3) The licensee who disposed of the
material shall retain each record of
disposal of byproduct material until the
Commission terminates each license
that authorizes disposal of the materiaL

(b The licensee shaH retain each
record that is required by the
regulations in this part and Parts 31
through 35 of this chapter or by license
condition for the period specified by the
appropriate regulation or license
condition. If a retention period is not
otherwise specified by regulation or
license condition. the record must be
retained until the Commission
terminates each license that authorizes
the activity that is subject to the
recordkeeping requirement

(cJ(1) Records which must be
maintained pursuant to this part and
Parts 31 through 35 of this chapter may
be the original or a reproduced copy or
microform if such reproduced copy or
microform is duly authenticated by
authorized personnel and the microform
is capable of producing a clear and
legible copy after storage for the period
specified by Commission regulations.
The record may also be stored in
electronic media with the capability



producing legible, accurate, and
complete records during the required
retention period. Records such as letters
drawings, specifications, must include
all pertinent information such as stamps,
initials and signatures The licensee
shall maintain adequate safeguards
against tampering with and loss of
records.
* * * *

PART 31-GENERAL DOMESTIC
LICENSES FOR BYPRODUCT
MATERIAL

18. The authority citation for Part 31
continues to read as follows

(4) Shall maintain records showing
compliance with the requirements of
paragraphs (c)(2) and (c)(3) of this
section. The records must show the
results of tests The records also must
show the dates of performance of and

the names of persons performing
testing installing servicing, and
removing from the installation
radioactive material and its shielding or
containment The licensee shall retain
these records as follows:

(I) Each record of a test for leakage or
radioactive material required by
paragraph (c)(2) of this section must be
retained for three years after the next
required leak test Is performed or until
the sealed source is transferred or
disposed of

(ii) Each record of a test of the on-off
mechanism and indicator required by
paragraph (c)(2) of this section must be
retained for three years after the next
required test of the on-off mechanism
and indicator is performed or until the
sealed source Is transferred or disposed
of.

(iii) Each record that is required by
paragraph (c)(3) of this section must be
retained for three years from the date of
the recorded event or until the device is
transferred or disposed of.

20. A new 31.12 is added to read as
follows:

Persons possessing byproduct material in
devices under the general license in before
January 1975 may continue to possesse or
transfer that material in accordance with the
requirements of in effect on January 14. 1975.

records.
Each record required by this part must

be legible throughout the retention
period specified by each Commission
regulation. The record may be the
original or a reproduced copy or a
microform provided that the copy or
microform is authenticated by
authorized personnel and that the
microform is capable of producing a
clear copy throughout the required
retention period. The record may also be
stored in electronic media with the
capability for producing legible.
accurate, and complete records during
the required retention period Records
such as letters, drawings, specifications
must include all pertinent information
such as letters, stamps, initials, and
signatures. The licensee shall maintain
adequate safeguards against tampering
with and loss of records.

PART 32-SPECIFIC DOMESTIC
LICENSES TO MANUFACTURE OR
TRANSFER CERTAIN ITEMS
CONTAINING BYPRODUCT MATERIAL

Maintenance of records
Each record required by this part must

be legible throughout the retention
period specified by each Commission
regulation. The record may be the
original or a reproduced copy of a
microform provided that the copy or
microform is authenticated by
authorized personnel and that the
microform Is capable of producing a
clear copy throughout the required
retention period. The record may also be
stored in electronic media with the
capability for producing legible,
accurate, and complete records during
the required retention period. Records
such as letters, drawings, specifications,
must include all pertinent information
such as stamps initials, and signatures.
The licensee shall maintain adequate
safeguards against tampering with and
loss of records.

PART 34-LICENSES FOR
RADIOGRAPHY AND RADIATION
SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR
RADIOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS

23. The authority citation for Part 34
continues to read as follows:

Maintenance of records.
Each record required by this part must

be legible throughout the retention
period specified by each Commission
regulation. The record may be the
original or a reproduced copy of a
microform provided that the copy or
microform is authenticated by
authorized personnel and that the
microform is capable of producing a
clear copy throughout the required
retention period. The record may also be
stored in electronic media with the
capability for producing legible.
accurate, and complete records during
the required retention period. Records
such as letters drawings, specifications.
must include all pertinent information
such as stamps, initials, and signatures.
The licensee shall maintain adequate
safeguards against tampering with and
loss of records.

{c) The leak test must be capable of
detecting the presence of 0.005
microcurie of removable contamination
on the sealed source. An acceptable
leak test for sealed sources in the
possession of a radiography licensee
would be to test at the nearest
accessible point to the sealed-source
storage position, or other appropriate
measuring point, by a procedure to be
approved pursuant to 34.11(f). Each
record of leak test results must be kept
in units of microcuries
disintegrations per minute and
retained for inspection by the
Commission for three years after it is
made.

34.26 (Amended)
27. Section 34.26 is amended by

changing "two years" to "three years in
the last sentence.

28. In 34.27, the introductory
paragraph is revised to read as follows:

34.27 Utilization logs
Each licensee shall maintain current

logs, which shall be kept available for
three years from the date of the
recorded event, for inspection by the
Commission, at the address specified in
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the license, showing for each sealed
source the following information

29. in 34.28 paragraph (b) is revised
to read as follows:

Inspection and maintenance of
radiographic exposure devices, storage
containers, and source changers.

(b) The licensee shall conduct a
program for inspection and maintenance
of radiographic exposure devices,
storage containers, and source changers
at intervals not to exceed three month
or prior to the first use tereafter to
ensure proper functioning of
component important
licensee shall retain records of these
inspections and maintenance for three
year.

(c) The alarm system must be tested
at intervals t to exceed three months
or prior to the first thereafter of the
source in the

three years
31. In 34.32, the Introductory

paragraph is revised to read follows:

34.32 Operating and emergency
procedures.

The licensee shall retain a copy of
current operating and emergency
procedures as a record until the
Commission terminates the license that
authorizes the activity for which the
procedures were developed and. if
superseded retain the superseded
material for three years after each
change. These procedures must include
instuctions in at least the following

3. In 34.33. paragraphs (b) and (e
are revised to read as follows

34.33 Personnel monitoring.

Pocket dosimeters must be read
and exposures recorded daily. The
licensee shall retain each record of these
exposures for three years after the
record is made.

(e) Reports received from the film
badge or TLD processor must be
retained for inspection until the

terminates each license
that authorize the activity that is

to the recordkeeping

PART 35-MEDICAL USE OF
BYPRODUCT MATERIAL

Maintanance records.
Each record required by this part must

be legible throughout the retention
period specified by each Commission
regulation. The record may be the
original or a reproduced copy or
microform provided that that copy or
microform is authenticated by
authorized personnel and that the
microform is capable of producing a
clear copy throughout the required
retention period. The record may also be
stored in eletronic media with the
capability for producing legible,
accurate, and complete records during
the required retention period Records-
such as lettes, drawings specifications.
must include all pertinent information
such as stamps, initials; and signatures.
The licensee shall maintain adequate
safeguards against tampering with and
loss of records.
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PART 40 DOMESTIC LICENSING OF
SOURCE MATERIAL

5. The authority citation for Part 40
continued to read as follows:

(2) The documentation of daily
Inspections of tailings or waste retention
systems and the immediate notification
of the appropriate NRC regional office
as indicated in Appendix D to 10 CFR
Part 20 of this chapter, or the Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguards. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Washington, DC 20555, of
any failure in a tailings or waste
retention system that results In a release
of tailings or waste Into unrestricted
areas, or of any unusual conditions
(conditions not contemplated in the
design of the retention system) that if
not corrected could lead to failure of the
system and result in a release of tailings
or waste into unrestricted areas, and
any additional requirements the
Commission may by order deem
necessary. The licensee shall retain this
documentation of each daily inspection
as a record for three years after each
inspection is documented.

58 In 40.35 paragraph (e)(3) is
revised to read as follows

(3) Keep records showing the name,
address, and a point of contact for each
general license to whom he or she
transfers depleted uranium in industrial
products or devices for use pursuant to
the general license provided in 40.25 or
equivalent regulations of an Agreement
State. The records must be retained for
three years from the date of transfer and
must show the date of each transfer, the
quantity of depleted uranium in each
product or device transferred, and
compliance with the report requirements
of this section.

In 40.61. paragraph (c) is
removed, paragraph (d) is redesignated
(c) and paragraphs (a). (b), and (c)(1)
are revised to read as follows:

Records, Reports, and Inspections

£ 40.61 Records
(a) Each person who receives source

or byproduct material pursuant to a
license issued pursuant to the
regulations in this part shall keep
records showing the receipt, transfer,
and disposal of this source or byproduct
material as follows:

(1) The licensee shall retain each
record of receipt of source or byproduct
material as long as the material Is
possessed and for three years following
transfer or disposition of the source or
byproduct material.

(2) The licensee who transferred the
material shall retain each record of
transfer or source or byproduct material
until the Commission terminates each
license that authorizes the activity that
is subject to the recordkeeping
requirement

(3) The licensee shall retain each
record of disposal of source or
byproduct material until the
Commission terminates each license
that authorizes the activity that is
subject to the recordkeeping
requirement

(4) If source or byproduct material is
combined or mixed with other licensed
material and subsequently treated in a
manner that makes direct correlation of
a receipt record with a transfer, export,
or disposition record impossible, the
licensee may use evaluative techniques
(such as first-in-first-out), to make the
records that are required by this Part
account for 100 percent of the material
received.

(b) The licensee shall retain each
record that is required by the
regulations in this part or by license
condition for the period specified by the
appropriate regulation or license
condition. If a retention period is not
otherwise specified by regulation or
license condition, each record must be
maintained until the Commission
terminates the license that authorizes
the activity that Is subject to the
recordkeeping requirement

(c)(1) Records which must be
maintained pursuant to this part may be
the original or reproduced copy or
microform if the reproduced copy or
microform is duly authenticated by
authorized personnel and the microform
is capable of producing a clear and
legible copy after storage for the period
specified by Commission regulations.
The record may also be stored in
electronic media with the capability for
producing legible, accurate, and
complete records during the required
retention period. Records such as letters
drawings, specifications, must include
all pertinent information such as stamps

Initials, and signatures The licensee
shall maintain adequate safeguards
against tampering with and loss of
records.

60. In Appendix A to Part 40, L
Technical Criteria, the second paragraph
of Criterion 8 and Criterion 8A are
revised to read as follows:

Checks must be made and logged hourly of
all parameters (e-g. differential pressures and
scrubber water flow rates) that determine the
efficiency of yellowcake stack emission
control equipment operation The licensee
shall retain each log as a record for three
years after the last entry In the log is made. It
must be determined whether or not
conditions are within a range prescribed to
ensure that the equipment is operating
consistently near peak efficiency; corrective
action must be taken when performance is
outside of prescribed ranges. Effluent control
devices must be operative at all times during
drying and packaging operations and
whenever air is exhausting from the
yellowcake stack. Drying and packaging
operations must terminate when controls are
Inoperative. When checks indicate the
equipment is not operating within the range
prescribed for peek efficiency, actions must
be taken to restore parameters to the
prescribed range. When this cannot be done
without shutdown and repairs, drying and
packaging operations must cease a soon us
practicable. Operations may not be restarted
after cessation due to off-normal performance
until needed corrective actions have been
identified and implemented. All these
cessations corrective actions, and restarts
must be reported to the appropriate NRC
regional office as indicated in Criterion 8A in
writing, within ten days of the subsequent
restart.

Criterion Daily inspections of
tailings or waste retention systems must
be conducted by a qualified engineer or
scientist and documented. The licensee
shall retain the documentation for each
daily inspection as a record for three
years after the documentation is made
The appropriate NRC regional office as
indicated in Appendix D to 10 CFR Part
20 of this chapter or the Director, Office
of Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguards U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Washington. DC, 20555,
must be immediately notified of any
failure in a tailings or waste retention
system that results in a release of
tailings or waste into unrestricted areas,
or of any unusual conditions (conditions
not contemplated in the design of the
retention system) that is not corrected
could indicate the potential or lead to
failure of the system and result in a
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release of tailings or waste into
unrestricted areas.

PART 50-DOMESTIC LICENSING OF
PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION
FACILITIES

61. The authority citation for Part 50
continues to read as follows:

Authority. Sec. 161. 68 Stat. 98. as
amended (42 U.S.C. 2201 Sec 201.88 Stat
1242. as amended (42 U.S C 5841)

62 In 50.3 the introductory text of
paragraph (c) and paragraphs (c) (11
and (c)(2) and (c)(7) are revised to read
as follows:

Technical specifications

(c) Technical specifications will
include items in the following
categories:

(1) Safety limits, limiting safety
system settings and limiting control
settings. (i](A) Safety limits for nuclear
reactors are limits upon important
process variables that are found to be
necessary to reasonably protect the
integrity of certain of the physical
barriers that guard against the
uncontrolled release of radioactivity. If
any safety limit is exceeded the reactor
must be shut down. The licensee shall
notify the Commission, review the
matter, and record the results of the
review including the cause of the
condition and the basis for corrective
action taken to preclude recurrence.
Operation must not be resumed until
authorized by the Commission. The
licensee shall retain the record of the
results of each review until the
Commission terminates the license for
the reactor. except for nuclear power
reactors licensed under 5021(b) or
1 50.22 of this part. For these reactors.
the licensee shall notify the Commission
as required by 1 50.72 and submit a
Licensee Event Report to the
Commission as required by 50.73.
Licensees in these cases shall retain the
records of the review for a period of
three years following issuance of a
Licensee Event Report.

(B) Safety limits for fuel reprocessing
plants are those bounds within which
the process variables must be
maintained for adequate control of the
operation and that must not be
exceeded in order to protect the
integrity of the physical system that is
designed to guard against the
uncontrolled release or radioactivity. If
any safety limit for a fuel reprocessing
plant is exceeded, corrective action
must be taken as stated in the technical
specification or the affected part of the
process, or the entire process if required.

must be shut down, unless this action
would further reduce the margin of
safety. The licensee shall notify the
Commission, review the matter, and
record the results of the review,
including the cause of the condition and
the basis for corrective action taken to
preclude recurrence. If a portion of the
process or the entire process has been
shutdown, operation must not be
resumed until authorized by the
Commission. The licensee shall retain
the record of the results of each review
until the Commission terminates the
license for the plant.

(ii)(A) Limiting safety system settings
for nuclear reactors are settings for
automatic protective devices related to
those variables having significant safety
functions. Where a limiting safety
system setting is specified for a variable
on which a safety limit has been placed,
the setting must be so chosen that
automatic protective action will correct
the abnormal situation before a safety
limit is exceeded. If, during operation, it
is determined that the automatic safety
system does not function as required,
the licensee shall take appropriate
action, which may include shutting
down the reactor. The licensee shall
notify the Commission, review the
matter, and record the results of the
review, including the cause of the
condition and the basis for corrective
action taken to preclude recurrence. The
licensee shall retain the record of the
results of each review until the
Commission terminates the license for
the reactor except for nuclear power
reactors licensed under 50.21(b) or
1 50.22 of this part For these reactors.
the licensee shall notify the Commission
as required by 50.72 and submit a
Licensee Event Report to the
Commission as required by 5073.
Licensees in these cases shall retain the
records of the review for a period of
three years following issuance of a
Licensee Event Report

(B) Limiting control settings for fuel
reprocessing plants are settings for
automatic alarm or protective devices
related to those variables having
significant safety functions. Where a
limiting control setting is specified for a
variable on which a safety limit has
been placed the setting must be so
chosen that protective action either
automatic or manual, will correct the
abnormal situation before a safety limit
is exceeded. If during operation. the
automatic alarm or protective devices
do not function as required, the licensee
shall take appropriate action to
maintain the variables within the
limiting control-setting values and to
repair promptly the automatic devices or
to shut down the affected part of the

process and, if required, to shut down
the entire process for repair of
automatic devices. The licensee shall
notify the Commission, review the
matter, and record the results of the
review, including the cause of the
condition and the basis for corrective
action taken to preclude recurrence. The
licensee shall retain the record of the
results of each review until the
Commission terminates the license for
the plant.

(2) Limiting conditions for operation.
Limiting conditions for operation are the
lowest functional capability or
performance levels of equipment
required for safe operation of the
facility. When a limiting condition for
operation of a nuclear reactor is not met,
the licensee shall shut down the reactor
or follow any remedial action permitted
by the technical specifications until the
condition can be met. When a limiting
condition for operation of any process
step in the system of a fuel reprocessing
plant Is not met, the licensee shall shut
down that part of the operation or
follow any remedial action permitted by
the technical specifications until the
condition can be met In the case of a
nuclear reactor not licensed under
I 50.21(b) or 1 50.22 of this part or fuel
reprocessing plant, the licensee shall
notify the Commission, review the
matter, and record the results of the
review. including the cause of the
condition and the basis for corrective
action taken to preclude recurrence. The
licensee shall retain the record of the
results of each review until the
Commission terminates the license for
the nuclear reactor or the fuel
reprocessing plant. In the case of
nuclear power reactors licensed under
I 50.21(b) or the licensee shall
notify the Commission if required by

50.72 and shall submit a Licensee
Event Report to the Commission as
required by 1 50.73. in this case.
licensees shall retain records associated
with preparation of a Licensee Event
Report for a period of three years
following issuance of the report For
events which do not require a Licensee
Event Report, the licensee shall retain
each record as required by the technical
specifications.

(7) Written Reports. Licensees for
nuclear power reactors licensed under
150.21(b) and 5022 of this part shall
submit written reports to the
Commission In accordance with 50.73
of this part for events described in
paragraphs (c)(1) and (c)(2) of this
section. For all licensees, the



Commission may require Special
Reports as appropriate.

(1) That operating procedures
developed pursuant to 50.34a(c) for the
control of effluents be established and
followed and that equipment installed in
the radioactive waste system, pursuant
to 50.34(a) be maintained and used
The licensee shall retain the operating
procedures In effect as a record until the
Commission terminates the reactor
license and shall retain each superseded
revision of the procedures for three
years from the date It was superseded.

84 In 50.48. paragraph (a) is revised
to read as follows:

Fire protection

(a) Each operating nuclear power
plant must have a fire protection plan
that satisfies Criterion 3 of Appendix A
of this part. This fire protection plan
must describe the overall fire protection

program for the facility, identify the
various positions within the licensee's
organization that are responsible for the
program, state the authorities that are
delegated to each of these positions to
implement those responsibilities, and
outline the plans for fire protection, fire
detection and suppression capability,
and imitation of fire damage. The plan
must also describe specific features
necessary to Implement the program
described above, such as administrative
controls personnel requirements for
fire prevention and manual fire
suppression activities automatic and
manually operated fire detection and
suppression systems and the means to
limit fire damage to structures, systems.
or components important to safety so
that the capability to safely shut down
the plant is ensured. The licensee shall

fire protection guidance for nuclear power
NRC documents

Branch Technical Position Auxiliary Power
Conversion System Branch APCSB
"Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power
Plants. for new plants docketed after July 1.
dated May

Guidelines
for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants

Prior to July 2 1976. for plants that were
or under various stages of design or

Also we Note 4

retain the protection plan and each
change to the plan as a record until the
Commission terminates the reactor
license and shall retain each superseded
revision of the procedures for three
years from the date it was superseded

the introductory text of
paragraph (dJ is revised to read as
follows

Environmental qualification of
electric equipment important to safety for
nuclear power plants.

(d) The applicant or licensee shall
prepare a list of electric equipment
important to safety covered by this
section. In addition, the applicant or
licensee shall include the information in
paragraphs (d)(1, (2). and (3) of this
section for this electric equipment
important to safety in a qualification
file. The applicant or licensee shall keep
the list and information in the file
current and retain the file in auditable
form for the entire period during which
the covered item is Installed in the
nuclear power plant or is stored for
future use to permit verification that
each Item of electric equipment is
important to safety meets the
requirements of paragraph of this
section.

(2) The licensee may make changes to
the plans referenced in paragraph
without prior Commission approval if
the changes do not decrease the
safeguards effectiveness of the plan The
licensee shall maintain records of
changes to the plans made without prior
Commission approval for a period of
three years from the date of the change,
and shall submit as specified in a
report containing a description of each
change within two months after the
change is made Prior to the safeguards
contingency plan being put into effect,
the licensee shall have:

(q A licensee authorized to possess
and operate a nuclear power reactor
shall follow and maintain in effect
emergency plans which meet the
standards in 50.47(b) and the
requirements in Appendix E of this part
A licensee authorized to possess and/or
operate a research reactor or a fuel
facility shall follow and maintain in
effect emergency plans which meet the

requirement in Appendix E to this part
The licensee shall retain the emergency
plan and each change that decreases the
effectiveness of the plan as a record
until the Commission terminates the
license for the nuclear power reactor.
The nuclear power reactor licensee may
make changes to these plans without
Commission approval only if the
changes do not decrease the
effectiveness of the plans and the plans.
as changed. continue to meet the
standards of and the
requirements of Appendix E to this part.
The research reactor and/or the fuel
facility licensee may make changes to
these plans without Commission
approval only if these changes do not
decrease the effectiveness of the plans
and the plans, as changed continue to
meet the requirement of Appendix E to
this part. This nuclear power reactor
research reactor, or fuel facility licensee
shall retain a record of each change to
the emergency plan made without prior
Commission approval for a period of
three years from the date of the change.
Proposed changes that decrease the
effectiveness of the approved emergency
plans may not be Implemented without
application to and approval by the
Commission. The licensee shall submit.
as specified in a report of each
proposed change for approval, If a
change made without approval the
licensee shall submit, as specified in

a report of each change withn 30
days after the change is made.

(c) Records that are required by the
regulations In this part, by license
condition or by technical specifications
must be retained for the period specified
by the appropriate regulation. license
conditon, or technical specific a
retention period is not otherwise
specified, these records must be
retained until the Commission
terminates the facility license.

(d)(1) Records which must be
maintained pursuant to this part may be
the original or a reproduced copy or
microform if such reproduced copy or
microform is duly authenticated by
authorized personnel and the microform
is capable of producing a clear and
legible copy after storage for the period
specified by Commission regulations.
The record may also be stored in
electronic media with the capability of
producing legible accurate and
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complete records during the required
retention period. Records such as letters,
drawings specifications, must Include
all pertinent information such as stamps.
initials and signatures. The licensee
shall maintain adequate safeguards
against tampering with and loss of
records.

(6) The updated FSAR shall be
retained by the licensee until the
Commission terminates their license.

8. In Appendix R to Part 50, Section
EL Specific Requirements, paragraph
L3.d. is revised to read as follows.
Appendix R-Fire Protection Program
For Nuclear Power Facilities Operating
Prior to January 1,1979

3.
(d) At 3 year intervals, a randomly selected

unannounced drill must be critiqued by
qualified individuals independent of the
licensee's staff. A copy of the written report
from these individuals must be available for
NRC review and shall be retained as a record
as specified in of this appendix.

PART 60-DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTES IN GEOLOGIC
REPOSITORIES

The authority citation for Part
continues to read as follows:

Authority. Sec 161. 68 Stat. 948 as
amended (42 US.C. 2201) Sec. 201 88 Stat.
1242 as amended (42 US.C 5841).

70. Section 60.4 is revised to read as
follows:

Communications and records.
(a) Except where otherwise specified.

all communications and reports
concerning the regulations in this part
and applications filed under them
should be addressed to the Director of
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Washington DC 20555. Communications
reports, and applications may be
delivered in person at the Commission's
offices at 1717 H Street NW.
Washington DC. or 11555 Rockville Pike.
Rockville, Maryland.

(b) Each record required by this part
must be legible throughout the retention
period specified by each Commission
regulation. The record may be the
original or a reproduced copy or a
microform provided that the copy or
microform is authenticated by
authorized personnel and that the
microform is capable of producing a
clear copy throughout the required
retention period. The record may also be

stored in electronic media with the
capability for producing legible
accurate, and complete records during
the required retention period. Records
such as letters, drawings, specifications
must include all pertinent information
such as stamps, initials, and signatures.
The licensee shall maintain adequate
safeguards against tampering with and
loss of records.

71. In 1 80.71. the section heading and
paragraph (b) are revised to read as
follows:

1 60.71 Records and reports.

(b) Records of the receipt, handling
and disposition of radioactive waste at
a geologic repository operations area
shall contain sufficient information to
provide a complete history of the
movement of the waste from the shipper
through all phases of storage and
disposal. DOE shall retain these records
in a manner that ensures their useability
for future generations in accordance
with

72. In 60.72, paragraph (a) is revised
to read as follows:

160.72 Construction records.
(a) DOE shall maintain records of

construction of the geologic repository
operations area in a manner that
ensures their useability for future
generations in accordance with

PART 61-LICENSING
REQUIREMENTS FOR LAND
DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE

73. The authority citation for Part
continues to read as follows:

74. In 61.80 of Subpart G paragraphs
(c). (e) and (f) are revised to read as
follows:

Subpart G-Records, Reports, Tests,
and Inspections

.61.80 Maintenance of records, reports,
and transfers.

(c) Records which must be maintained
pursuant to this part may be the original
or a reproduced copy or a microform if
this reproduced copy or microform is
capable of producing copy that is clear
and legible at the end of the required
retention period. The record may also be
stored in electronic media with the
capability for producing legible.
accurate, and complete records during
the required retention period. Records

such as letters, drawings, specifications.
must include all pertinent information
such as stamps initials, and signatures
The licensee shall maintain adequate
safeguards against tampering with and
loss of records.

(e) Notwithstanding paragraphs (a)
through (d) of this section. the licensee
shall record the location and the
quantity of radioactive wastes
contained in the disposal site and
transfer these records upon license
termination to the chief executive of the
nearest municipality, the chief executive
of the county in which the facility Is
located the county zoning board or land
development and planning agency, the
State governor and other State, local.
and Federal governmental agencies as
designated by the Commission at the
time of license termination.

(f) Following receipt and acceptance
of a shipment of radioactive waste, the
licensee shall record the date of disposal
of the waste, the location in the disposal
site, the condition of the waste packages
as received any discrepancies between
materials listed on the manifest and
those received and any evidence of
leaking or damaged packages or
radiation or contamination levels in
excess of limits specified in Department
of Transportation and Commission
regulations. The licensee shall briefly
describe any repackaging operations of
any of the waste packages included in
the shipment, plus any other information
required by the Commission as license
condition. The licensee shall retain
these records until the Commission
transfers or terminates the license that
authorizes the activities described in
this section.

PART 70-DOMESTIC LICENSING OF
SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL

75. The authority citation for Part 70
continues to read as follows:

Contents of applications.

(g)(1) Each application for a license
that would authorize the transport or
delivery to a carrier for transport of
special nuclear material in an amount
specified in of this chapter
must include a description of the plan
for physical protection of special
nuclear material in transit in accordance



for the selection, qualification, and
training of armed escorts, or the
specification and design of a specially
designed truck or trailer, and a
licensee safeguards contingency plan or
response procedures, as appropriate, for
dealing with threats, thefts. and
radiological sabotage relating to the
special nuclear material in transit
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Each record of receipt acquisition
inventory of special nuclear

material that must be maintained
pursuant to paragraph (b)(1) of this
section must be retained as long as the
licensee retains possession of the
material and for three years following
transfer of such material

(5) Each record of transfer of special
nuclear material to other persons must
be retained by the licensee who
transferred the material until the
Commission terminates the license
authorizing the licensee's possession of
the material. Each record required by
paragraph (e)(1)(v) of this section must
be retained for three years after it is
made.

(6) Each record of disposal of special
nuclear material must be retained until
the Commission terminates each license
that authorizes the activity that is
subject to the recordkeeping
requirement.

(c) Each licensee who is authorized to
.possess at any one time special nuclear
material in a quantity exceeding one
effective kilogram of special nuclear
material shall establish, maintain, and
follow written material control and

counting procedures that are
Scient to enable the licensee to

count for the special nuclear material
in the licensee's possession under
license. The licensee shall retain these
procedures until the Commission
terminates the license that authorizes
possession of the material and retain
any superseded portion of the
procedures for three years after the
portion is superseded

(1) Maintain procedures that include
items listed in paragraphs

and (vii) of this section
and retain each record required in these
paragraphs for three years after the
record is made.

the requirements of paragraphs
and (iv) of this section. Each

record documenting compliance with
these requirements must be retained for
three years after it is made

Records which must be
maintained pursuant to this part may be
the original or a reproduced copy or

if such reproduced copy or
is duly authenticated by

authorized personnel and the microform
is capable of producing a clear and

copy after storage for the period

specified by Commission regulations
The record may also be stored in
electronic media with the capability for
producing legible, accurate, and
complete records during the required
retention period. Records such as letters,
drawings, specifications, must include
all pertinent information such as stamps
initials and signatures. The licensee
shall maintain adequate safeguards
against tampering with and loss of
records.

Measurement control program for
special nuclear materials control and
accounting.

(b) In accordance with 70.58 each
licensee who is authorized to possess at
any one time and location strategic
special nuclear material, or special
nuclear material of moderate strategic
significance in a quantity exceeding one
effective kilogram and to use such
special nuclear material for activities
other than those involved in the
operation of a nuclear reactor licensed
pursuant to Part 5O of this chapter, those
Involved in a waste disposal operation
or as sealed sources shall establish and
maintain a measurement control
program for special nuclear materials
control and accounting measurements.
Each program function must be
identified and assigned in the licensee
organization in accordance with

and functional
organizational relationships must be set
forth in writing in accordance with

70,58(b)(3). The program must be
described in a manual which contains
the procedures, instructions, and forms
prepared to meet the requirements of
this paragraph, including procedures for
the preparation, review, approval and
prompt dissemination of any program
modifications or changes. The licensee
shall retain the current program as a
record until the Commission terminates
the license authorizing possession of the
nuclear materials. The licensee's
program shall include the following:

(2) Provisions must be made for
management reviews to determine the
adequacy of the program and to assess
the applicability of current procedures
and for planned audits to verify
conformance with all aspects of the
program. These reviews and audits must
be performed at intervals not to exceed
12 months. Audits and reviews must be
performed by trained individuals

independent of direct responsibility for
the receipt custody, utilization.
measurement, measurement quality, and
shipment of special nuclear material.
The results of reviews and audits must
be recorded and reported to licensee
management. The licensee shall retain
each record of a review or an audit for
three years after the record is made.

(3) The licensee shall ensure that any
person who contracts to perform
materials control and accounting
measurement services conforms with
applicable requirements of paragraphs
(b)(4) through (8) and (10) through (12) of
this section. Conformance must include
reporting by the contractor of sufficient
error data to allow the licensee to
calculate bias corrections and
measurement limits of error. AU
statistical studies must be reported or
references in the measurement report
submitted to the licensee, who shall
have access to the contractor's
supporting control data. The licensee
shall perform reviews to determine the
adequacy of the contractor's program
and audits to verify conformance with
all aspects of the program. Reviews and
audits must be performed at intervals
not to exceed 12 months. The results of
reviews and audits must be documented
and reported to licensee management.
The licensee shall retain the record of
the results of the licensee review and
audit of the contractor's program for
three years after the record is made.

(4) In order to ensure that potential
sources of sampling error are identified
and that samples are representative,
process and engineering tests must be
performed using well characterized
materials to establish or to verify the
applicability of existing procedures for
sampling special nuclear materials and
for maintaining sample integrity during
transport and storage. The licensee shall
record the results of the above process
and engineering tests and shall maintain
those results as a record for as long as
that sampling systems is in use and for
three years following the last such use.
The program must ensure that such
procedures are maintained and
followed, and that sampling is included
in the procedures for estimating biases,
limits for systematic errors, and random
error variances.

(6) To ensure the adequacy of each
measurement system with respect to
process flows, sampling and
measurement points, and nominal
material compositions, engineering
analyses and evaluations must be made
of the design, installation
preoperational tests calibration and the
operation of each system. These
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analyses and evaluations must be
repeated whenever a significant change
is made in any component of a system.
The licensee shall record the results of
these analyses and evaluations and
retain these records for three years after
the life of the process or equipment

(7) Procedures and performance
criteria must be established for the
training, qualifying, and periodic
requalifying of all personnel who
perform sampling and measurements for
materials control and accounting
purposes. The licensee shall retain as a
record the results of personnel
qualification or requalification for three
years after the record is made.

(8) The program must generate current
data on the performance of measuring
processes, including as appropriate,
values for bias corrections and their
uncertainties, random error variances
limits for systematic errors, and other
parameters needed to establish the
uncertainty of measurements pertaining
to materials control and accounting. The
program data must reflect the current
process and measurement condition
eaxistng at the time the control
measurements are made. The licensee
shall record this data and retain this
record for three years after the record is
made, Measurements which are not
controlled by the program may not be
used for materials control or for
accounting purposes. The program must
include

The licensee shall establish and
maintain a statistical control system.
including control charts and formal
statistical procedures, designed to
monitor the quality of each type of
program measurement. The licensee
shall retain a copy of the current
statistical control system as a record
until the Commission terminates each
license that authorizes possession of the
material that the system affects and
shall retain copies of such system
documents for previous inventory
periods as a record for three years after
they are replaced.

Control chart limits must be
established to be equivalent to levels of
significance of 0.05 and Whenever
control data exceed the control
limits. the licensee shall investigate the
condition and take corrective action in a
timely manner. The licensee shall record
the results of these investigations and
actions and retain each record for three
years after the record is made.
Whenever the control data exceed the

control limits the measurement
system lhat generated the data must not
be used for material control and
accounting until the deficiency

has been corrected and the system has
been brought into control at the 0.05
control level.

(12) The licensee shall provide a
records system in which all data,
information, reports and documents
generated by the measurement control
program must be retained for three
years. Records must include a summary
of the error data utilized in the limit of
error calculations performed for each
material balance period. The records
system must be organized for efficient
retrieval of program information. Each
reported result must be readily relatable
to the original measurement data and to
all relevant measurement control
information. Including pertinent
calibration data. Records must be
available for NRC inspection.

(Material control and accounting
functional and organizational
relationships must be set forth in writing
In job descriptions, organizational
directives. instructions, procedure
manuals, etc. This documentation must
include position qualification
requirements and definitions of
authorities, responsibilities, and duties.
Delegations of material control and
accounting responsibilities and
authority must be in writing. The
licensee shall retain this documentation
as a record until the Commission
terminates each license that authorizes
the activty that is subject to retention of
the documentation and if any portion of
the documentation is superseded, retain
the superseded material for three years
after each change.

(el A system must be established.
maintained. and followed for the
measurement of special nuclear
material received produced, or
transferred between MBAs, transferred
from MBAs to ICAs. on inventory or
shipped. discarded or otherwise
removed from inventory and for the
determination of the limit of error
associated with each such measured
quantity except for plutonium-beryllium
sources; samples that have been
determined by other means to contain
less than 10 grams or
plutonium each and reactor irradiated
fuels involved in research, development
and evaluation

other than irradiated-fuel reprocessing
plants. The system must be described in
writing and provide for sufficient
measurements to substantiate the
quantities of element and isotope
measured and the associated limits or
error. The licensee shall record the
required measurements and associated
limits of error and shall retain any
record associated with this system for
three years after the record is made.

(f) A program must be established,
maintained, and followed pursuant to

70.57(b) for the continuing
determination and control of the
systematic and random errors of
measurement processes at a level
commensurate with the requirements of

licensee shall retain
each completed record required by the
program for three years after the record
is made.

A system of storage and internal
handling controls must be established.
maintained and followed to provide
current knowledge of the identity,
quantity, and location of all special
nuclear material contained within a
plant in discrete items and containers.
The licensee shall include procedures as
specified In and retain any
record associated with the procedures
for six months after the record is made

(i) Procedares for special nuclear
material scrap control must be
established, maintained and followed to
limit the accumulation and the
uncertainty of measurement of these
materials on inventory. The licensee
shall retain a copy of the current
procedures as a record until the
Commission terminates each license
that authorize the activity that is
subject to the retention of procedures
and. if any portion of the procedures is
superseded. retain the superseded
portion for three years after each
change. Such procedures must include.

Physical inventory procedures must
be established, maintained and
followed so that special nuclear material
balance and their measurement
uncertainties can be determined on the
basis of measurements in compliance
with the material balance and inventory
requirements and criteria specified in

70.51. The licensee shall retain a copy
of the current procedures as a record
until the Commission terminates each
license that authorizes the activity that
is subject to the retention of procedures
and, if any portion of the procedures in
superseded. retain the superseded
portion for three years after each
change



(k) A system of records and reports
be established, maintained and

allowed that will provide Information
sufficient to locate special nuclear
material and to close a measured
material balance around each material
balance area and the total plant. as
specified in I 70.51. As required by
1 70.51. the licensee shall retain the
records associated with this system for
three years after the records are made.
This system must include

PART 71-PACKAGING AND
TRANSPORTATION OF RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

83. The authority citation for Part 71
continues to read as follows:

84. In 71.1. the existing paragraph is
designated (a) the section heading is
revised and a new paragraph (b) is
added to read as follows

Communications and records

(b) Each record required by this part
be legible throughout the retention

period specified by each Commission
regulation. The record may be the
original or a reproduced copy or a
microform provided that the copy or
microform is authenticated by
authorized personnel and that the
microform is capable of producing a
clear copy throughout the required
retention period. The record may also be
stored in electronic media with the
capability for producing legible.
accurate, and complete records during
the required retention period. Records
such as letters, drawings, specifications.
must include all pertinent information
such as stamps. Initials, and signatures.
The licensee shall maintain adequate
safeguards against tampering with and
loss of records.

85. Section 71.1 is revised to read as
follows:
1 71.91 Records.

(a) Each licensee shall maintain for a
period of three years after shipment a
record of each shipment of licensed
material not exempt under 71.10.
showing, where applicable:

(1) Identification of the packaging by
model number.

(2) Verification that there are no
significant defects in the packaging, as
shipped.

(3) Volume and identification of
coolant

(4) Type and quantity of licensed
material in each package, and the total
quantity of each shipment

(5) For each item of irradiated fissile
material:

(i) Identification by model number
and/or serial number;

(ii) Irradiation and decay history to
the extent appropriate to demonstrate
that its nuclear and thermal
characteristics comply with license
conditions; and

(iii) Any abnormal or unusual
condition relevant to radiation safety.

(6) Date of the shipment
(7) For Fissile Class III and for Type B

packages, any special controls
exercised;

(8) Name and address of the
transferee;

(9) Address to which the shipment
was made, and

(10) Results of the determinations
required by 1 71.87 and by the
conditions of the package approval.

(b) The licensee shall make available
to the Commission for inspection. upon
reasonable notice, all records required
by this part. Records are valid only if
stamped, initialed. or signed and dated
by authorized personnel or otherwise
authenticated.

(c) Each licensee shall maintain
sufficient written records to furnish
evidence of the quality of packaging.
The records to be maintained include
results of the determinations required by
171.5; design, fabrication, and
assembly records; results of reviews,
inspections, tests, and audits; results
monitoring work performance and
materials analyses; and results of
maintenance modification, and repair
activities. Inspection, test, and audit
records must identify the inspector or
data recorder, the type of observation,
the results, the acceptability and the
action taken In connection with any
deficiencies noted. e records must be
retained for three years after the life of
the packaging to which they apply.

86. In 71.97, paragraph
and are revised to read as follows:

71.97 Advance notification of shipment
of nuclear waste.

(c)
(4) The licensee shall retain a copy of

the notification as a record for three
years.

(e) Revision notice. A licensee who
finds that schedule information
previously furnished to a governor or
governor's designee in accordance with
this section will not be met, shall
telephone a responsible individual in the
office of the governor of the State or of

the governor's designee and inform that
individual of the extent of the delay
beyond the schedule originally reported.
The licensee shall maintain a record of
the name of the individual contacted for
three years.

(2) The licensee shall state In the
notice that it Is a cancellation and shall
identify the advance notification which
is being cancelled. The licensee shall
retain a copy of the notice as a record
for three years.

87. In 71.101, paragraph (b) is revised
to read as follows:

Subpart H-Quality Assurane

Quality assurance reqirements.

Each licensee shall establish,
maintain, and execute a quality
assurance program satisfying each of
the applicable criteria of
through 71.137 of this subpart and
satisfying any specific provisions that
are applicable to the licensee's
activities, including procurement of
packaging. The licensee shall apply each
of the applicable criteria in a graded
approach, i.e to an extent that is
consistent with its importance to safety.

In paragraph (a) is
revised to read as follows:

Quality assurance program
(a) The licensee shall establish, at the

earliest practicable time, consistent with
the schedule for accomplishing the
activities, a quality assurance program
that complies with the requirements of
11 71.101 through 71.137 of this subpart

The licensee shall document the quality
assurance program by written
procedures or instructions and shall
carry out the program in accordance
with those procedures throughout the
period during which packaging is used.
The licensee shall identify the material
and components to be covered by the
quality assurance program, the major
organizations participating in the
program. and the designated functions
of these organizations.

89. Section 71.135 is revised to read as
follows:

Quality assurance records.
The licensee shall maintain sufficient

written records to describe the activities
affecting quality. The records must
include the instructions, procedures. and
drawings required by to
prescribe quality assurance activities
and must include closely related
specifications such as required
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qualifications of personnel procedures.
and equipment The records must
include the instructions or procedures
which establish a records retention
program that is consistent with
applicable regulations and designates
factors such as duration, location, and
assigned responsibility. The licensee
shall retain these records for three years
beyond the date when the licensee last
engages in the activity for which the
quality assurance program was
developed. If any portion of the written
procedures or instructions is
superseded, the licensee shall retain the
superseded material for three years after
It Is superseded.

PART 73-PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF
PLANTS AND MATERIALS

90. The authority citation for Part 73
continues to read as follows:

The licensee shall confirm and log
the arrival at the final destination of
each individual shipment and retain the
log for three years from the date of the
last entry in the log. The licensee shall,
also schedule shipments to ensure that
the total quantity for two or more
shipments In transit at the same time
does not equal or exceed the formula
quantity, or

(ii) The shipment must be protected at
all times within the geographical limits
of the United States as provided in this
section and 73.25 and 73.27. The
licensee shall retain each record
required by these sections for three
years after the close of period for which
the licensee possesses the special
nuclear material under each license
authorizing the licensee to ship this
material, and superseded material for
three years after each change.

(2) A licensee who exports a formula
quantity of strategic special nuclear

requirements of this section and
and 73.27, as applicable, up to the first
point where the shipment is taken off
the transport outside the United States.
The licensee shall retain each record
required by these sections for three
years after the close of period for which
the licensee possesses the special
nuclear material under each license
authorizing the licensee to export this
material, and superseded material for
three years after each change

(3) The licensee or the licensee's agent
shall establish, maintain, and follow a
written management system to provide
for the development, revision.
implementation and enforcement of
transportation physical protection
procedures. The licensee or the agent
shall retain as a record the current
management system for three years
after the close of period for which the
licensee possesses the special nuclear
material under the license for which the
system was developed and if any
portion of the system Is superseded
retain the superseded material for three
years after each change. The system
shall include:

(4) Neither the licensee nor the
licensee's agent shall permit an
individual to act as an escort or other
security organization member unless the
individual has been trained, equipped,
and qualified to perform each assigned
security job duty in accordance with
Appendix B. of this part, "General
Criteria for Security Personnel" Upon
the request of an authorized
representative of the Commission, the
licensee or the agent shall demonstrate
the ability of the physical security
personnel to carry out their assigned
duties and responsibilities. Armed
escorts shall requalify in accordance
with Appendix B to this part at least
every 12 months. Each requalification
must be documented. The licensee or the
agent shall retain documentation of the
initial qualification for the term of
employment and of each requalification
as a record for three years from the date
of the requalification.

(e) Contingency and Response Plans
and Procedures. (1) The licensee or the
licensee's agent shall establish,
maintain, and follow a written
safeguards contingency plan for dealing
with threats, thefts, and radiological
sabotage related to strategic special
nuclear material in transit subject to the
provisions of this section. This
safeguards contingency plan must be in
accordance with the criteria
Appendix part

Safeguards Contingency Plan" The
licensee or the agent shall retain the
contingency plan as a record for three
years after the close of period for which
the licensee possesses the special
nuclear material under each license for
which the plan is used and superseded
material for three years after each
change.

93. In 73.37. paragraphs
and the introductory text of paragraph
(b)(3) are revised to read as follows:

Requirements for physical
protection of irradiated reactor fuel in

(2) Include and retain a copy of
current procedures for coping with
circumstances that threaten deliberate
damage to a spent fuel shipment and
with other safeguards emergencies as a
record for three years after the close of
period for which the licensee possesses
the special nuclear material under each
license for which the procedures were
developed and, if any portion of the
procedures is superseded, retain the
superseded material for three years after
each change.

(3) Include instructions for each escort
and retain a copy of the current
instructions as a record for three years
after the close of period for which the
licensee possesses the special nuclear
material under each license that
authorizes the activity that requires the
instruction and retain any superseded
material for three years after each
change. The instructions must direct
that, upon detection of the abnormal
presence of unauthorized persons,
vehicles, or vessels in the vicinity of a
spent fuel shipment or upon detection of
a deliberately induced situation that has
the potential for damaging a spent fuel
shipment. the escort will:

(5) Provide for maintenance of a
written log by the escorts and
communications center personnel for
each spent fuel shipment. which will
include information describing the
shipment and significant events that
occur during the shipment, and will be
available for review by authorized NRC
personnel for a period of at least three
years following completion of the
shipment.

94. In 73.40. paragraphs (b), (c)(2)
and (d) are revised to read as follows



safeguards contingency plan in
accordance with the criteria set forth in
Appendix C to this part The licensee
shall retain the current plan as a record
until the Commission terminates the
license for which the plan was
developed and if any portion of the plan
is superseded retain the superseded
material for three years after each
change The safeguards contingency
plan must include plans for dealing with
threats. thefts, and radiological sabotage
relating to nuclear facilities licensed
under Part 50 or to the possession of
special nuclear material licensed under
Part 70 of this chapter. Each license.
subject to the requirements of this
paragraph submit to the
Commission for approval the first four
categories of information contained in
the safeguards contingency plan. (The
first four categories of information, as
set forth is Appendix C to this part are

Generic Planning Base
Licensee Planning-Base and
Responsibility Matrix The fifth category
of information.Procedures, does not
have to be submitted for approvaL)
The plan becomes effective and must be

owed by the licensee 30 days after
by the

Detailed procedures developed
according to Appendix C to this part
available at licensee's site. We
licensee shall retain a copy of the
current procedures as a record until the
Commission terminates the license for
which the procedures were developed
and. portion ofthe procedures a
superseded retain the superseded
material for three years after each
change and

(d) The licensee shall provide for the
implementation and
maintenance of this safeguards
contingency plans To this end the
licensee shall provide for a review at
least every twelve months of the
safeguards contingency plan by
individuals independent of both security
program management and personnel
who have direct responsibility for
implementation of the security program.
The review must Include a review and
audit of safeguards contingency
procedures and practices, an audit of the
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the Commission terminates each license
requiring the arrangements and, if any
arrangement is superseded, retain the
superseded material for three years after
each change.

96. In 73.50. paragraphs (a)(3) and
(4), (c)(5) and and (2) are revised
to read as follows:

Requirements for physical
protection of licensed activities

(3) The licensee shall establish,
maintain, and follow written security
procedures that document the structure
of the security organization and detail
the duties of guards, watchmen, and
other Individuals responsible for
security. The licensee shall retain a copy
of the current procedures as a record
until the Commission terminates each
license for which the procedures were
developed and, if any portion of the
procedures is superseded, retain the
superseded material for three years after
each change.

(4) The licensee may not permit an
individual to act as a guard watchman,
armed response person, or other
member of the security organization
unless the individual has been trained
equipped, and qualified to perform each
assigned security job duty in accordance
with Appendix B. General Criteria for
Security Personnel to this part. Upon
the request of an authorized
representative of the Commission the
licensee shall demonstrate the ability of
the physical security personnel to carry
out their assigned duties and
responsibilities. Each guard, watchman.
armed response person and other
member of the security organization
shall requalify in accordance with
Appendix B to this part at least every 12
months. This requalification must be
documented. The licensee shall retain
the documentation of each
requalification as a record for three
years after the requalification.

(c)
(5) Individuals not employed by the

licensee must be escorted by a
watchman, or other individual
designated by the licensee, while in a
protected area and must be badged to
indicate that an escort is required. In
addition, the licensee shall require that
each individual not employed by the
licensee register his or her name, date
time, purpose of visit, employment
affiliation, citizenship, name and badge
number of the escort, and name of the
individual to be visited. The licensee
shall retain the register of information

for three years after the last entry is
made in the register. Except for a driver
of a delivery or service vehicle, an
individual not employed by the licensee
who requires frequent and extended
access to a protected area or a vital area
need not be escorted if the individual is
provided with a picture badge, which
the individual must receive upon
entrance into the protected area and
return each time he or she leaves the
protected area, that Indicates-

(I) Nonemployee-no escort required
(ii) Areas to which access is

authorized and
(iii) The period for which access has

been authorized.

(g) Response requirement (1) The
licensee shall have a safeguards
contingency plan for dealing with
threats, thefts, and radiological sabotage
related to the special nuclear material
and nuclear facilities subject to the
provisions of this section. Safeguards
contingency plans must be in
accordance with the criteria in
Appendix C to this part, "Licensee
Safeguards Contingency Plans." The
licensee shall retain a copy of the plan
and each change to the plan as a record
until the Commission terminates each
license for which the plan was
developed and retain the superseded
materials for three years after each
change.

(2) The licensee shall establish and
document liaison with law enforcement
authorities. The licensee shall retain the
documentation of the current liaison as
a record until the Commission
terminates each license for which the
liaison was developed and, if any
portion of the liaison documentation is
superseded, retain the superseded
material for three years after each
change.
* * * * *

97. In 5 73.55. paragraphs (b)(1) and (3)
(I) and (ii) and (4). (d)(6), and (h)(2) are
revised to read as follows:

73.55 Requirements for physical
protection of licensed activities In nuclear
power reactors against radiological
sabotage.

(b) Physical Security Organization. (1)
The licensee shall establish a security
organization, including guards, to
protect his facility against radiological
sabotage. If a contract guard force is
utilized for site security, the licensee's
written agreement with the contractor
that must be retained by the licensee as
a record for the duration of the contract
will clearly show that

(I) The licensee is responsible to the
Commission for maintaining safeguards

in accordance with Commission
regulations and the licensee's security
plan,

(ii) The NRC may inspect, copy, and
take away copies of all reports and
documents required to be kept by
Commission regulations, orders, or
applicable license conditions whether
the reports and documents are kept by
the licensee or the contractor,

(iii) The requirement in paragraph-
(b)(4) of this section that the licensee
demonstrate the ability of physical
security personnel to perform their
assigned duties and responsibilities.
includes demonstration of the ability of
the contractor's physical security
personnel to perform their assigned
duties and responsibilities in carrying
out the provisions of the Security Plan
and these regulations, and

(iv) The contractor will not assign any
personnel to the site who have not first
been made aware of these
responsibilities.

(I) Written security procedures that
document the structure of the security
organization and detail the duties of
guards, watchmen, and other individuals
responsible for security. The licensee
shall maintain a copy of the current
procedures as a record until the
Commission terminates each license for
which the procedures were developed
and, if any portion of the procedure is
superseded, retain the superseded
material for three years after each
change.

Provision for written approval of
these procedures and any revisions to
the procedures by the individual with
overall responsibility for the security
functions. The licensee shall retain each
written approval as a record for three
years from the date of the approval.

(4)(i) The licensee may not permit an
individual to act as a guard. watchman
armed response person, or other
member of the security organization
unless the individual has been trained.
equipped. and qualified to perform each
assigned security job duty in accordance
with Appendix B. "General Criteria for
Security Personnel." to this part. Upon
the request of an authorized
representative of the Commission, the
licensee shall demonstrate the ability of
the physical security personnel to carry
out their assigned duties and
responsibilities. Each guard, watchman.
armed response person, and other
member of the security organization
shall requalify in accordance with
Appendix B to this part at least every 12
months. This requalification must be
documented. The licensee shall retain
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must be retained for three years after
each change.

(i) Comply with the requirements
specified in paragraphs (c) and (g) (2)
and (3) of this section and retain each
record required by these paragraphs for
three years after the close of period for
which the licensee possesses the special
nuclear material under each license that
authorizes the licensee to import this
material. Copies of superseded material
must be retained for three years after
each change

99. Section 73.70 is revised to read as
follows:

Each record required by this part must
be legible throughout the retention
period specifed by each Commission
regulation. The record may be the

or a reproduced copy or a
microform provide that the copy or
microform is authenticated by
authorized personel and that the
microform is capable of producing a
clear copy throughout the required
retention period. The record may also be
stored in electronic media with the
capability for producing legible.
accurate, and complete records during
the required retention period. Records
such as letters, drawings, specifications.
must include all pertinent information
such as stamps. Initials, and signatures.
The licensee shall maintain adequate
safeguards against tampering with and
loss of records. Each licensee subject to
the provisions of 1 7320, 73.25, 732.
73.27. 3.45.73.48,73.55. or 72.60 shall
keep the following records:

(a) Names and addresses of all
individuals who have been designated
as authorized individuals. The licensee
shall retain this record of currently
designated authorized individuals for
the period during which the licensee
possesses the appropriate type and
quantity of special nuclear material
requiring this record under each license
that authorizes the activity that is
subject to the recordkeeping
requirement and, for three years
thereafter. Copies of superseded
material must be retained for three
years after each change.

b) Names, addresses, and badge
numbers of all individuals authorized to
have access to vital equipment or
special nuclear material, and the vital
areas and material access areas to
which authorization is granted. The
licensee shall retain the record of
individuals currently authorized this
access for the period during which the
licensee possesses the appropriate type
and quantity of special nuclear material

requiring this record under each license
that authorizes the activity that is
subject to the recordkeeping
requirement and, for three years
thereafter. Copies of superseded
material must be retained for three
years after each change.

(c) A register of visitors. vendors, and
other individuals not employed by the
licensee pursuant to 73.46(d)(1.

The licensee shall
retain this register as a record for three
years after the last entry is made in the
register.

(d) A log indicating name, badge
number, time of entry and time of exit
of all individuals granted access to a
vital area except those individuals
entering or exiting the reactor control
room The licensee shall retain this log
as a record for three years after the last
entry is made in the log

(e) Docunentation of all routine
security tours and inpections and of all
tests, inspections, and maintenance
performed on physical barriers.
intrusion alarms, communications
equipment and other security related
equipment used pursuant to the
requirements of this part The license
shall retain the documentation for these
events for three years from the date of
documenting each event.

(f) A record at each onsite alarm
annunciation location of alarm.
false alar alarm check and tamper
indication that identifies the type of
alarm location alarm circuit, date, and
time. In addition, details of response by
facility guards and watchmen to each
alarm intrusion or other security
incident shall be recorded. The license
shall retain each record for three years
after the record is made.

(g) Shipments of special nuclear
material subject to the requirements of
this part. Including names of carriers
major roads to be used flight numbers
in the case of air shipments dates and
expected times of departure and arrival
of shipments vertification of
communication equipment on board the
transfer vehicle, names of individuals
who are to communicate with the
transport vehicle, container seal
descriptions and identification, and any
other information to confirm the means
utilized to comply with
and 73.27. This information must be
recorded prior to shipment. Information
obtained during the course of the
shipment such as reports of all
communications, change of shipping
plan, including monitor changes, trace
investigations, and others must also be
recorded. The licensee shall retain each
record about a shipment required by this
paragraph (g) for three years after the
record is made.

(h) Procedures for controlling access
to protected areas and for controlling.
access to keys for locks used to protect
special nuclear material The licensee
shall retain a copy of the current
procedures as a record until the
Commission terminates each license for
which the procedures were developed
and if any portion of the procedure is
superseded retain the superseded
material for three years after each
change.

Criteria
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the documentation of each
requalification as a record for three

the requalification.
licensee shall submit a

training and qualifications plan outlining
the processes by which guards.
watchmen, armed response persons, and
other members of the security
organization will be selected, trained.
equipped. tested, and qualified to ensure
that these individuals meet the
requirements of this paragraph. The
licensee shall maintain a current copy of
the training and qualifications plan as a
record until the Commission terminates
each license for which the plan was
developed and if any portion of the plan
is superseded retain the material that is
superseded for three years after each
change. The training and qualifications

plan must include a schedule to show
personnel will be

qualified two years after the submitted
plan Is approved The training and
qualifications plan must be followed by
the licensee 60 days after the submitted
plan is approved by the NRC.

(6) Individuals not authorized by the
licensee to enter protected areas without
escort shall be escorted by a watchman
or other individual designated by the
lice while in a protected area and

badged to indicate that an-
required In addition, the

licensee that each
individual his or her name, date,
time, purpose of visit, employment
affiliation, citizenship, and name of the
individual to be visited. The licensee
shall retain the register of information
for three years after the last entry in the
register

(2) e licensee shall establish and
document liaison with local law
enforcement authorities. The licensee
shall retain docurmentation of the
current liaison as a record until the
Commission terminates each license for
which the liaison was developed and if
any portion of the liaison documentation
is superseded retain the superseded
material for three years after each
change.

(2) Submit a security plan or an
amended security plan describing how
the licensee will comply with all the
requirements of paragraphs
and (g) of this section, as appropriate,
including schedules of implementation.
The licensee shall retain a copy of the
effective security plan as a record for
three years after the close of period for
which the licensee possesses the special
nuclear material under each license for
which the original plan was submitted.
Copies of superseded material must be
retained for three years after each
change.

(11) Establish and maintain written
response procedures for dealing with
threats of thefts or thefts of these
materials. The licensee shall retain a
copy of the response procedures as a
record for the period during which the
licensee possesses the appropriate type
and quantity of special nuclear material
requiring this record under each license
for which the original procedures were
developed and for three years
thereafter. Copies of superseded
material must be retained for three
years after each change.

(e)

(iv) Establish and maintain written
response procedures for dealing with
threats of thefts or thefts of this
material The licensee shall retain a
copy of the current response procedures
as a record for three years after the
close of peibd for which the licensee
possesses the special nuclear material
under each license for which the original
procedures were developed and copies
of superseded material must be retained
for three years after each change.

(4 Each licensee who arranges the
physical protection of strategic special
nuclear material in quantities of
moderate strategic significance while in
transit or who takes delivery of this
material free on board the point
at which it is delivered to a carrier for
transport shall comply with the
requirements of paragraphs
and (3) of this section. The licensee shall
retain each record required by
paragraphs and
(ii) of this section, for three years after
close of period licensee possesses
special nuclear material under each
license that authorizes these licensee
activities. Copies of superseded material
must be retained for three years after
each change. In addition the licensee
shall-

(5 Each licensee who exports special
nuclear material of moderate strategic
significance shall comply with the
requirements specified in paragraphs (c)
and (e)(1). (3) and (4) of this section.
The licensee shall retain each record
required by these sections for three
years after the close of period for which
the licensee possesses the special
nuclear material under each license that
authorizes the licensee to export this
material. Copies of superseded material
must be retained for three years after
each change.

(i) Comply with the requirements
specified in paragraphs (c) and (e)(2),
(3), and (4) of this section. The licensee
shall retain each record required by
these sections for three years after the
close of period for which the licensee
possesses the special nuclear material
under each license that authorizes the
licensee to import this material. Copies
of superseded material must be retained
for three years after each change.

(4) Establish and maintain response-
procedures for dealing with threats of
thefts or thefts of this material The
licensee shall retain a copy of the
current response procedures as a record
for three years after die close of period
for which the licensee possesses the
special nuclear material under each
license for whicE the procedures were
established. Copies of superseded.
materia must be retained for three
years after each change.

(i) Establish and maintain response
procedures for dealing with threats or
thefts of this material. The licensee shall
retain a copy of the current response
procedures a record for three year
after the close of period for which the
licensee possesses the special nuclear
material under each license for which
the procedures were established. Copies
of superseded material must be retained
for three years after each change.

(4) Each licensee who exports special
nuclear material of low strategic
significance shall comply with the
appropriate requirements specified in
paragraphs Cc) and (g) (1) and (3) of this
section. The licensee shall retain each
record required by these sections for
three years after the close of period for
which the licensee possesses the special
nuclear material under each license that
authorizes the licensee to export this
material. Copies of superseded material
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agent The licensee or the agent shall retain
this documentation as a record for three

from the date of obtaining and
wording these results.

Training and qualifications.
A. Training requirements-Each individual

who requires training to perform assigned
security-related job tasks or job duties as
identified In the licensee physical security or
contingency plans shall, prior to assignment.
be trained to perform these tasks and duties
in accordance with the licensee or the
licensee's agent's documented training and
qualifications plan. The licensee or the agent
shall maintain documentation of the current
plan and retain this documentation of the
plan as a record for three years after the
close of period for which the licensee
possesses the special nuclear material under
each license for which the plan was
developed and. if any portion of the plan is
superseded. retain the material that is
superseded for three years after each change.

B. Qualification requirements-Each
person who performs security-related job
tasks or job duties required to implement the
licensee physical security or contingency
plan shall, prior to being assigned to these
tasks or duties, be qualified in accordance
with the licensee's NRC-approved training
and qualifications plan. The qualifications of
each individual must be documented and
attested by a licensee security supervisor.
The licensee shall retain this documentation

teach individual's qualifications as a record
three years after the employee ends

deployment in the security-related capacity
and for three years after the close of period
for which the licensee possesses the special
nuclear material under each license, and
superseded material for three years after
each change.

C. Contract personnel Contract personnel
shall be trained equipped and qualified as
appropriate to their assigned security-related
job tasks or job duties, in accordance with
sections and V of this appendix.
The qualifications of each individual must be
documented and attested by a licensee
security supervisor. The licensee shall retain
this documentation of each individuals
qualifications as a record for three years after
the employee ends employment In the
security-related capacity and for three years
after the close of period for which the
licensee possesses the special nuclear
material under each license, and superseded
material for three years after each change.

E Requalification-Security personnel
shall be requalified at least every 12 months
to perform assigned security-related job tasks
and duties for both normal and contingency
operations. Requalification shall be in
accordance with the NRC-approved licensee
training and qualifications plan. The results
of requalification must be documented and
attested by a licensee security supervisor.
The licensee shall retain this documentation

tach individual's requalification as a
ord for three years from the date of each

requalification.

IV. Weapons qualification and requalification
program.

Qualification firing for the handgun and the
rifle must be for daylight firing, and each
individual shall perform night firing for
familiarization with assigned weapon(s). The
results of weapons qualification and
requalification must be documented by the
licensee or the licensee's agent. Each
individual shall be requalified at least every
12 months. The licensee shall retain this
documentation of each qualification and
requalification as a record for three years
from the date of the qualification or
requalification as appropriate.

PART 74-MATERIAL CONTROL AND
ACCOUNTING OF SPECIAL NUCLEAR
MATERIAL

101. The authority citation for Part 74
continues to read as follows:

102. In 74.31, the existing text of
paragraph [d) is redesignated as (d)(l)
and paragraph (d)(2) is added to read as
follows:

74.31 Nuclear material control and
accounting for special nuclear material of
low significance.

(2) Records which must be maintained
pursuant to this part may be the original
or a reproduced copy or a microform if
such reproduced copy or microform is
duly authenticated by authorized
personnel and the microform is capable
of producing a clear and legible copy
after storage for the period specified by
Commission regulations. The record
may also be stored in electronic media
with the capability for producing legible,
accurate, and complete records during
the required retention period. Records
such as letters, drawings, specifications,
must include all pertinent information
such as stamps, initials, and signatures

The licensee shall maintain adequate
safeguards against tampering with and
loss of records.

PART 75 SAFEGUARDS ON
NUCLEAR MATERIAL-
IMPLEMENTATION OF US/AEA
AGREEMENT

(e] Each record required by this part
must be legible throughout the retention
period specified by each Commission
regulation. The record may be the
original or a reproduced copy or a
microform provided that the copy or
microform is authenticated by
authorized personnel and that the
microform is capable of producing a
clear copy throughout the required
retention period. The record may also be
stored In electronic media with the
capability for producing legible.
accurate, and complete records during
the required retention period. Records
such as letters, drawings, specifications.
must include all pertinent information
such as stamps, initials, and signatures.
The licensee shall maintain adequate
safeguards against tampering with and
loss of records.

105. In 75.12. paragraphs (b)(1) and
(4) are revised to read as follows:

76.12 Communication of information to

(b)(1) A licensee may request that
information of particular sensitivity,
which it customarily holds in
confidence, not be transmitted
physically to the LAEA. A licensee who
makes such a request should at the time
the information is submitted identify
the pertinent document or part thereof
and make a full statement of the reasons
supporting the request. The licensee
shall retain a copy of the request and all
documents related to the request as a
record until the Commission terminates
the license for each installation involved
with the request or until the Commission
notifies the licensee that the licensee is
no longer under the agreement.
Superseded material must be retained
for three years after each change is
made.

(4) If a request is granted the
Commission will determine a location
where the information will remain
readily available for examination by the
IAEA and will so inform the licensee.
The licensee shall retain this
information as a record until the
Commission terminates the license for
the installation involved with the
request or until the Commission notifies
the licensee that the licensee is no
longer under the agreement. Superseded
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material must be retained for three
years after each change is made.

106. In 75.21, paragraph (a) is
revised to read as follows:

General requirements
(a) Each licensee who has been given

notice by the Commission in writing that
its installation has been identified under
Die Agreement shall establish, maintain.
and follow written material accounting
and control procedures. The licensee
shall retain as a record current material
accounting and control procedures until
the Conmission terminates the license
for the Installation.Involved with the
request or until the Commission notifies
the licensee that the licensee is no
longer under the agreement. Superseded
material must be retained for three
years after each change is made.

PART 95-SECURITY FACILITY
APPROVAL AND SAFEGUARDING OF
NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION
AND RESTRICTED DATA
{COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT}

on

the

The Commission may upon
application of any interested party.
grant an exemption from the
requirements of Part 95. Exemptions will
be granted only if they are authorized by
law and will not constitute an undue
risk to the common defense and
security. The licensee shall retain the
documentation related to the request.
notification and processing of an
exemption for three years beyond the
period covered by the exemption.

109. Section 95.13 is revised to read as
follows:

595.13 Maintenance of records.
(a) Each licensee or organization

granted security facility approval under
this part shall maintain records
prescribed within the part These
records are subject to review and
inspection by NRC representatives
during security surveys.

Each record required by this part
must be legible throughout the retention
period specified by each Commission
regulation. The record may be the
original or a copy or a

provided that the copy or

microform is capable of producing a
clear copy throughout the required
retention period. The record may also be
stored in electronic media with the
capability for producing legible.
accurate, and complete records during
the required retention period. Records
such as letters, drawings, specifications.
must include all pertinent information
such as stamps. Initials, and signatures.
The licensee shall maintain adequate
safeguards against tampering with and
loss of records.

110. paragraphs (a)(3). and
(h) are revised to read as follows:

96.25 Protection at national
infomation and retricted data storage.

(3) When protective personnel are
used, physical checks of security
containers must be made as soon as
possible after the close of each normal
workday and at least once every eight
hours thereafter during non-working
hours. The licensee shall record the
results of these checks and retain each
record for three years after it is made.

(h) Unattended security container
found opened: In the event that an
unattended security container housing
classified matter is found unlocked the
custodian or an alternate shall be
notified immediately. The container
must be secured by protective personnel
and the contents inventoried as soon as
possible but not later than the next
workday. A report reflecting all actions
taken must be submitted to the
responsible Regional Office (see
Appendix A, to CFR Part 73 for
addresses) with an information copy to
the NRC Division of Security. The
licensee shall retain records pertaining
to these matters for three years after
completion of final corrective action.

111. Section is amended by
changing "one year to "three years" in
the last sentence.

(I) Document which custodian
believes is improperly classified or
locking appropriate classification
markings. If a person receives a
document which in his or her opinion, is
not properly classified, or does not have
appropriate classification markings, he
or she shall immendiately notify the
sender and
classification

appropriate. Whenever requested, this
challenge of classification marking must
be handled in a manner which will
ensure the anonymity of the challenger.
Pending final determination of proper
classification, the document must be
safeguarded in accordance with the
procedures required for the highest
classification in question. Where
unauthorized disclosure may have
occurred, a report in accordance with

95.57 of this part is required. These
reports must be retained for three years
after final corrective action has been
taken.

Amended]
Section 95.41 is amended by

changing "two years" to "three years In
the last sentence.

114. Section 95.47 is revised to read as
follows:

Destruction at matter
national security information and or

restricted data.
Documents containing National

Security Information and/or Restricted
Data may be destroyed by burning.
pulping, or another method that ensures
complete destruction of the information
which they contain. The method of
destruction must preclude recognition or
reconstruction of the classified
information. Any doubts on methods
should be referred to the NRC Division
of Security. If the document contains
Secret National Security Information
and/or Restricted Data a record of the
subject or title, document number, if
any, originator. Its date or origination.
its series designation and copy number.
and the date of destruction must be
signed by the person destroying the
document and must be maintained In the
office of the custodian at the time of
destruction. These destruction records
must be retained for three years after
destruction.

PART 110-EXPORT AND IMPORT OF
NUCLEAR EQUIPMENT AND
MATERIALS

115. The authority citation for Part 110
continues to read as follows:

United States address record
and inspections.

licensee shall mantain
records concerning his or



for years after export
or import except that byproduct material
records must be retained for three years
after each export or Import.

(2) Records which must be maintained
pursuant to this part may be the original
or a reproduced copy or microform if
such reproduced copy or microform is
duly authenticated by authorized
personnel and the microform is capable
of producing a clear and legible copy
after storage for the period specified by
Commission regulations. The record
may also be stored in electronic media
with the capability for producing legible.
accurate, and complete records during
the required retention period. Records
such as letters drawings, specifications,
must include all pertinent information
such stamps initials, and signatures
The licensee shall maintain adequate
safeguards against tampering with and
loss of records.

Dated at Rockville Maryland. this 13th day
of May 1988

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Victor Jr.
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ATTACHMENT

Task Description and Objective:

Clarification of 6S-1: There is feedback from users that the confusion
between "Documents" and "Records" has not been resolved even after the efforts
in publishing interpretations. This lack of clarity in 6S-1 can lead to a
user controlling documents as if they were records and incurring significant,
and unnecessary, costs. The purpose of this task is to revise 6S-1, along the
lines of the published interpretation, to mitigate this problem in accordance
with the objectives of SPIN No. 8.

Review the EPPI/NCIG Study on records.

Justification:

The problems of confusing the requirements of 6S-1 and 17S-1 and of lack of
clear understanding of the different controls applied to "records" and
"documents" has been recognized by the SC/WG DC&RM for quite some time. Some
utility records managers have told us that they simply do not bother to
differentiate, thus incurring unnecessary effort and cost.

On May 24, 1984 a Subcommittee "White Paper" was distributed to the Main
Committee for comment and the comments received by the Subcommittee were
incorporated into the "White Paper". To provide a vehicle for disseminating
this information, inquiry no. QA 85-004 was generated by a Subcommittee member
and the Subcommittee response was issued by the ASME Secretary on February 27,
1986. The response was published in Mechanical Engineering in May, 1986 (copy
attached) and the la-1986 addenda.

There is still, however, feedback from industry that indicates that the
problem is not resolved. The Working Group on Document Control and Records
Management believes that, in order to meet the requirements of SPIN No. 8,
supplement 6S-1 of NQA-1 should be improved.
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July 18, 1988

Mr. Steve Weinman, Secretary
Committee on Nuclear Quality Assurance
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers
345 East 47th Street
New York, NY 10017

Dear Steve:

Effective immediately, I am resigning from the ANSI/ASME Nuclear Quality
Assurance Committee. I presently hold the following positions:

o Member/Secretary: Working Group on Document Control and Records
Management

o Member: Subcommittee on Programmatic Activities

I have fully enjoyed my years with the NQA Organization. It is with deep
sadness that I end my tenure at this time.

Sincerely

Winn

cc: Ford Knight
Arland MacKinney



ATTACHMENT No. 6

August 10, 1988

Arland L. MacKinney
Chairman, WG-DC&RM
Babcock & Wilcox Company
P.O. Box 10935
Lynchburg, VA 24506-0935

Dear Arland:

Because of organization changes within GE Nuclear Energy and a personal
reassignment, I am resigning from the Work Group-Document Control and
Records Management effective immediately.

During my tenure on the Work Group, I have gained increased knowledge
and appreciation for standards. In particular, I recognize the growing
importance of standards for the area of electronic storage of records
and regret that I will not be able to participate with you in the
development of changes to the standards to cover the new technologies.

Please tell the group how much I have enjoyed working with them. My
personal thanks to you, Arland, for all your efforts.

Continued success to the entire Work Group.

Sincerely,

S.S. Epstein
Automation Systems
M/C 714 - (408) 925 6419

ijm

cc: S. Weinman
RE Skavdahl
FJ McCarthy
JM Case


